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Automobile title law
headed for senate
after house approval
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computerized listings to deterBy SY RAMSEY
mine that the vehicle is not stolen.
Associated Press Writer
Related to the measure is a
FRANNKFORT, Ky. API1
After more than two decades of vehicle license registration
failure, an automobile title law in system under which licenses
Kentucky looks more probable would be issues on the birth month
of the owner, thereby serreading
than ever.
By a 53-35 vote and after much the county clerk's workload over
debate, the House on Monday the year.
"This is not a department or a
passed and sent to the Senate .a
bill, It's a people's
governor's
act.
title
proposed
The measure at the committee bill," said Rep. William Donstage finally appeared to have nermeyer,D-Bellevue.
"This is progressive legislation
gathered some support from varying interests, although opponents long overdue," said Rep. Sam
ZAP!- Video games require the proper stance, or chair,just like any other
said used car dealers from Thomas, D-Lebanon. "Pass it and
activity, as well as good eye-hand coordination. Tony Wilkinson tries to save
Paris from a destructive air raid, while Jeno Hayden and Walt Davis pair off
western Kentucky as well as do your constituents a favor."
urge you all to raise Kenin a session of Donkey Kong,a very popular game.
many county clerks still are
Staff photos by Duane Spurlock
tucky to the other 49 states," said
against it.
Kentucky would be the final Rep. Mary Ann Tobin, Dstate with a title law if the Senate Irvington.
But Rep. Willard "Woody"
goes along. Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. already has endorsed the con- Allen, R-Morgantown, said, "This
is a special interest bill and the
cept.
Kentucky now operates with special interest is state governvehicle registration papers, which ment. It's a tax increase...a windBy Duane Spurlock
The boom started about five machine located at the Derby sez- games locally are probably
fall profits tax for the (county)
not titles.
and
are
Co.,
Remember the good old days years ago. The first popular game vice station he operates.
Defender, by Williams'
vehicle clerks."
new
bill,
the
Under
Atari.
by
game
a
when baseball was the national was Space Invaders, manufacGalaga,
"Videos take in more than the
Some House members urged
owners, starting with 1984 models,
Duncan said he belives a
pastime? In millions of homes tured by Bally, a long-time pinball motion picture industry, about
for defeat of the current version on
clerk
county
the
to
apply
on
would
depends
popularity
machine's
across the country on a given
machine firm. Since that time, two to one according to one
a title of ownership and pay a the ground that it is too full of
its potential character identificanight, viewers could be found
hundreds of different games have manufacturer," Duncan said.
penalties for various violations,
onetime $6 fee.
example:
an
hangscreen
offered
television
the
He
tion.
before
been made and marketed by
He said a person who plays
The state Bureau of Vehicle such as theft, and is not confined.:
Tempest was a popular game
ing on the words of Howard Cosell. many companies.
games every day will spend $2-3 when it came out in November.
Regulations would issue the title to the operation of the system.
Baseball's hold on that old title
one
new
a
there's
like
seems
"It
each day.-- Someone who only The player shoots down a -within five days of receiving the
Proponents of the proposed title
may be slipping as more and more
said. He plain onceI-week will spend $5-10.
Smith
Bill
day,"
check
every
would
also
It
.
(Continued on Page Two)
at
application
screen
the
of
on
front
in
"tube"
geometric
people find themselves
owns West Kentucky Music Co.
"ji- good-machine will take in abstract shapes hurtling upward.
a different sort of screen, hearing
Cave game about $300 a week," he added.
Duncan describes Tempest as
sounds Cosell never imagined ut- and operates Wizard's
Road.
Coldwater
room,
tering.
Not every video game is a big having little character identificaAccording to Smith, the video money maker, however. Duncan tion.
Video games may never
displace baseball in most people's revolution began before Space In- said the devices' popularity runs
Donkey Kong came out in early
vaders, when new developments in cycles about two months long.
minds, but it has certainly taken a
and was very popular.
September
step in that direction for many in pinball machines were made. During this time he describes In this game the player moves a
electrican
Calloway County Attorney Max lesser offenses, did not show that
on
who regularly play the coin- Instead of working
them as "hot machines." •
a
of
the
side
up
character
small
Parker recently repoted crime is dramatic increase. They only
mechanical system, the new
operated games.
-A machine will be hot when It building to rescue a "damsel in
went from 853 in 1979 to 870 in 1980
te
locally.
decreasing
Someone can be found in an ar- devices were solid-sta
is new. After a couple of months distress," similar to the situation
then last yeat droppped even
and
cade at almost • any time of day. machines. Space Invaders turned its popularity will decrease, and a in the famous movie King Kong,
According to statistics for 1981, lower than the 1979 rate.
Crowds are frequent sights at up about a year later.
new machine will be hot."
misdemeanor cases decreased
which is also the source of the
In talking about crime rates in
these dens already filled with
Vending publications have nam- game's name. Moving the game's
Smith's arcade opened three
from 870 in 1980 to 753 in 1981 show- the county Parker made the
flashing lights and strange noises
years ago at Godfather's Pizza's ed Pac-Man, a Midway game, the figure provides a great deal of
ing a 13.4 percent drop. Felonies, following formal statement:
from the machines, which are
present location, then moved to most successful and popular video character identification, acthe more serious of the two
"A part of the 27.5 percent
often joined by a loudly playing
the old Rescue Squad building. His of the year. Pac-Man has sold cording to Duncan.
categories, also declined last decrease in traffic cases can be
juke box.
association with vending more machines and made more
year. According to the figures, accounted for by the fact that peoHe said Tempest's popularity
Calloway County had only 180 ple are apparently driving less,
Video games are not just confin- machines, though, is about 30 money than any other video, been
and decreased during the past months
felonies in 1981 as compared with but a part of that and of the 13.4
ed to arcades. They can usually years long, beginning with a the source of a strange
until it reached its current "filler"
Pac-Man
titled
song
208 the previous year. That also percent decrease in misdemeanor
be found in restaurants, discount Chicago firm. Smith's current popular
Kong,
Donkey
Meanwhile
a
status.
spawned
recently
and
Fever,
area
an
covers
operation
reflects a 13.4 perecent decrease and felony cases is a result of good
stores, service stations and conve- vending
with its greater character idencompanion game, Ms. Pa c-Man.
in serious crimes locally.
nience food markets. If space is within a 100-mile radius.
law enforcement and a firm but
"If Ms. Pac-Man does well, tification, is still one of Duncan's
Charles Duncan owns The Light
available and a potential for
decrease
fair handling of the offenders by
The most significant
Baby Pac- busiest games.
players exists, a video game of Speed Arcade, North Sixth Street. we'll probably have a
offenses,
the criminal justice system. All
traffic
in
.
found
was
my
"Donkey Kong has been
some sort will probably be there Duncan opened his game room Man,"Smith chuckled.
traffic law enforcement agencies in the
Prepayable
said.
Parker
on
(Continued
Pa•
e
popular
Two
Smith said the most
after noticing the popularity of a
soon if one already isn't.
tickets went from 1,520 in 1980 to city and county are to be com1,102 last year showing at 27.5 per- mended."
He also noted with the decrease
cent decrease. The caseload in
juvenile court also dropped last in charges, criminal fines and
court costs also fell last year.
year.
Calloway countians found the However, restitution, or moaey
significant jump in crime collected from individuals conmonths of the year reached 603,432 most
Republican members of the
Baldrige, meanwhile, commen1979 and 1980 when victed of crimes to repay their vicBy STEVEN P.ROSENFELD
between
cars, off 35 percent from the same
in
,
of
index
Committee
Finance
the
Senate
that
fact
the
on
ting
from 144 to 208. tims, increased last year from
AP Business Writer
1981 period. But an industry jour- felonies went
fell
which he called for support to tell
misdemeanors, or $43,160.08 in 1980 to $50,285.07.
President - Reagan says the leading economic indicators
However,
nal said automakers plan to pro"the
Congress, "no, you may not touch
recession has begun to level out" again in January, said,
duce
522,000 cars in March.
its
run
cut."
our
tax
to
yet
despite a ninth month of declining recession has
The
Commerce Department.
course."
1981
cut
A program enacted in
economic indicators, while his
said its Index of Leading In5
perrates
tax
"has
income
it
says
personal
secretary
Commerce
He was not totally pessimistic,
dicators fell 0.6 percent in
cent last Oct. 1 and is scheduled to
yet to run its course" and a deputy
adding, "The fact that the inand that an earlier report
January
provide a 10 percent cut in July
treasury secretary says
dicators were on the minus side in
an
0.6
of
percent
December rise in
and another 10 percent cut in July
unemployment could reach 10 perJanuary is not inconsistent with
the gauge of future economic
or
reduce
to
delay,
Pressure
1983.
cent.
forecasts of a second-quarter
health was revised to a 0.3 percent
eliminate the pending cuts has
Reagan's comment came Monrecovery in the economy."
decline.
the
the
to
if
reduce
an
asked
attempt
grown in
day after reporters
The January decline would have
Deputy Treasury Secretary
federal budget deficit.
recession was deepening. When
been 2.8 percent if Commerce
inan
to
speaking
McNamar,
R.T.
Reagan said the decline was slowDepartment officials had not
One sign of continued economic
surance industry group, said "the
ing, a reporter suggested a
deleted a sharp drop in the
weakness came in a report from
far
be
will
downturn
current
metaphor - the Titanic sank
average workweek from the comworse than envisioned in our the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
despite a change in its rate of
putations of the index. The report
Association, an 'auto industry
" He said the
scenarios.
earlier
decline.
said severe weather in January
which stood group, that February car producrate-,
ent
unemploym
Reagan
afloat,"
is
ship
"The
had such an impact on business
at 8.5 percent in January, -may tion fell to 323,661 vehicles, the
responded. "It's just in the hollow
that it was more meaningful to exget lowest level in 34 years and down
we
before
percent
10
to
go
yet
the
for
out
of the wave and riding
clude the decline in the average
32 percent from the same month a
things turned around."
next curve."
ago.
workweek to 36.9 hours from 39
year
after
came
comment
Reagan's
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
hours.
Production for the first two
a meeting with advisers and

Local crime decreases
during 1981,Porker

Officials differ concerning inflation

cloudiness
Partly sunny, breezy and
mild today. Highs in the mid
60s. Increasing cloudiness
tonight with a chance of rain.
Turning cooler with lows in the
upper 30s to low 40s. Rain
Wednesday with highs in the
mid 50s.

today's index
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Authorities charge New Jersey man
with shooting ofAPSU grid player
DOVER, N.J. (AP) - A New---charges outstanding in Tennessee,
Jersey man was charged Monday -Pennsylvania and Warren County.
Another New Jersey man was
with fatally shooting a college
football player in Tennessee, ap- being sought for questioning in the
murder case.
parently so he could steal his car.
Long was reported missing Feb.
Tennessee authorities were at
12. His body was found Sunday
the Warren County Jail in
Belvidere on Monday, talking to afternoon in a wooded area near
David Earl Frey, 20, of Clarksville, Tenn., near the KenPhillipsburg, who was charged tucky line, Montgomery County
with murder in a warrant signed Sheriff Billy Smith said.
Monday by General Sessions
Authorities said Long was at a
Judge Carol Catalano in Mon- fast-food restaurant Feb. 11 in
tgomery County, Tenn.
Clarksville when two men told
The charge stemmed from the him their car broke down and they
death of Ronald Long, 19, of needed a ride.
Smith said the murder weapon
Gadsden, Ala., a first-year splitend on the Austin Peay State appeared to be a .38-caliber pistol.
University football team.
He said the apparent motive was
Frey was jailed pending ar- "they wanted his car."
The car, a 1974 Dodge Charger,
raignment today on burglary

was driven to New Jersey w Here it
was traded to a Warren County
woman for another car, which
broke down on Route 23 in Hamburg where they traded for
another car, which broke down on
Interstate 78 in Warren County
where it was abandoned.
License plates from the dead
man's car were found in the truck,
authorities said.
State Police took Frey into
custody Friday after they found
him hitchhiking in Edison.
In addition to murder charges,
Frey was accused of several
burglaries, including one in
Blairstown, one in I.opatcong and
two in the Clarksville area.
Tennessee officials said they
hoped Frey would waive extradition
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TRAILER DAMAGED - Burning trash Monday afternoon caught
a field on fire which resulted in damage to one side of the Rubin
Valentine trailer, located off Highway 121, south of New Concord. No
injuries or other damages were reported. The squad was assisted by
Kentucky State Police
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Police brand Williams a mass murderer.
By LAWRENCE RILMAN
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (API— Police have
ended the investigation of what
the world came to know as the
Atlanta child killings by branding
Wayne B. Williams a mass
murderer, blaming him for 21
slayings beyond the two a jury
convicted him of.
The announcement that police
would "close the books" on the
other cases came after law enforcement officials met for 80minutes Monday, two days after
Williams was convicted of
murdering Jimmy Ray Payne, 21,
and Nathaniel Cater, 27.
Payne and Cater were the 26th
and 28th victims on a list of 28
young blacks — most of them
children and teenagers — whose
deaths over a 22-month period
beginning in 1979 were investigated by a special police task
force.
"I think we share the relief
everybody feels in this community

Bill allows farmer
to recover grain
by showing receipt
State Rep. Ward "Butch"
Burnette recently announced
House Bill 358 which was sponsored by Rep. Joel Ellington
Burnette passed the house.
House Bill 358 allows a grain
receipt as proof in a bankruptcy
case of a farmer's grain.
Rep. Burnette said House Bill
358 would enable farmers to use a
grain receipt or scale ticket as
proof of their stored grain in the
bankruptcy of an elevator. He also
said the legislation would enable
farmers to pick up their grain in a
bankruptcy case within a certain
period of time. Burnette said he
feels there was a great need for
this legislation.

to put this behind us," said AUanta Public Safety Commissioner
Lee Brown. He said the task force,
formed in July 1980, will be
disbanded March 8, adding that it
had become "symbolic" and had
"served its purpose."
When asked if he believed the
black freelance photographer and
self-styled talent promoter had
committed 23 murders, spanning
the entire period, Brown replied,
"Yes."
Brown met with top law enforcement officers from federal, state,
city and county agencies and
Fulton County prosecutors at the
storefront headquarters of the
task force.
After the deelsion was announced defense attorney Lynn Whatley
said, -To accuse (Williams) or to
close the files based on evidence in
these cases is a denial of due process and equal protection of the
law."
Whatley, who has represented
Williams' parents and who replaced Mary Welcome on the defense
team Monday, said he expected to
get a new trial. He would not say
on what grounds an appeal would
be based.
Chief defense attorney Alvin
Binder, when asked if the police
decision was part of a coverup in
an interview on the ABC News
program "Nightline" Monday
night, said "That's what we are
undergoing in Atlanta today."
Binder said there have been
several killings that should have
been added to the task force list
since Williams was first questioned. Brown, also interviewed on
ABC, said no unsolved killings
since last May fit the pattern of
the killings linked to Williams.
At least one parent criticized the
decision to disband the special
task force, saying police "ought to
be ashamed" for closing the investigation into her son's death
without bringing any new indictments.

Sirlena Cobb, mother of 11-yearold Christopher Richardson,
charged the task force was
dissolved for "political reasons."
Jim Kitchens, another of
Williams' defense attorney, said
be was disappointed but expected
the decision.
"I kind of got the impression
they wanted to put all this behind
them. It seemed like a convenient
way to do it," Kitchens said from
his home in Crystal Springs, Miss.
District attorneys Lewis Slaton
of Fulton County and Robert
Wilson of DeKalb County, in
whose jurisdictions all 23 slayings
occurred, said Monday they had
no plans to seek further indict.

Begin puts conditions
on future visit to Egypt
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
says he will not go to Egypt unless
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak visits the disputed holy
city of Jerusalem, Israel radio
reported.
Begin insists that Mubarak include Jerusalem, which Israel
declared its undivided capital in
1980, during the Egyptian leader's
upcoming visit to Israel.
Egypt and all other Arab nations want Israel to return the
Arab part of the city captured
from Jordan in the 1967 Middle
East War. Most countries, including the United States, do not
recognize Jerusalem as Israel's
capital.
The Israeli Cabinet on Sunday
issued a statement saying that if
Mubarak "insists that Jerusalem
will not be included in his visit,
Israel should forego this important visit."
Mubarak sent messages the

Video games...
CONSERVATION WINNERS— Conservation essay and poster
contest winners were honored Monday at the Calloway County Conservation District Awards Banquet. Poster winners included (from
left first row, top photo) Melissa Smith, Wendy Peiper, Carl Keeslar
and Hanna Shapla. Not shown is Marc Hatcher. Essay winners were
(second row) Donna Williams, Jody Lankford and Mike Orr. Special
awards (middle photo) went to Larry Hale and Carrol Rogers,
master conservationists, and Jackie Butterworth, outstanding
cooperator. Honor awards (bottom photo) were present to Bill
Cherry and Southwest Elementary, accepted by Principal Ray
Dunn. Not shown is Milton Walston.

(Continued From Page 1)
most popular game," Ronald
Swain said. He has operated Little Bear Game Room for about a
year. "It's more of a fun game,instead of shoot and destroy."
Swain rarely takes a game out
of the arcade unless it does nearly
no business. "Usually I bring
more in. I've got two new ones
coming this week and three more
next week."
Even though videos' history is
short, the games are already a
multi-million dollar business. Industry estimates of 1981 revenues
reached $770 million with more
than $160 million in profits.
Why are video games so

ments. They cited Williams' two
life sentences and the cost of additional trials.
"We think the community,
which stood behind the investigation, certainly understands that
the evidence we possess, some of
which has not been made public, is
what's being used to make the
decision" to disband the task
force, Brown said.
He said fiber evidence similar to
that used to convict Williams was
involved in the decision to close
the other cases, but he would not
discuss specific evidence. Prosecutors used the fiber evidence to
link Williams to 12 of the killings
at the trial.

same day seeking support for his
position from the leaders of the
United States, France, West Germany,Britain, Austria and Italy.
In Cairo, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Raouf Ghoneim said
details of Mubarak's trip to Israel
are still under discussion and that
there would be no further comment.
Well-informed Egyptian
sources said the Foreign Ministry
did not want to escalate the
dispute over the planned visit,
which Israel considers a vital
demonstration that Egypt will
honor the peace process begun by
the late Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.
Egyptian press reports have
said Mubarak has refused so far to
set a date for the visit.
Israel wants it to take place
before April 25 — when Israel will
return to Egypt the last sector of
the occupied Sinai Peninsula,
under the terms of the 1979 Camp
David peace accords.

stt.

playing Space Invaders, which is
popular?
"It's the competition with the usually cured by about 10 days of
not playing.
machint," Swain said.
Most studies have been by
Duncan agrees. "When a person
sits, one-on-one with a machine, psychologists interested in
he has an opportunity to ac- players' behavior. Debbie Yates,
complish something. He may be a Murray State University
an under-achiever, but on a game pschology major, worked on a
he can be a winner, develop a skill study during the fall which focuson it and gain recognition for his ed on some of the behaviors exhibited by players.
ability."
Yates' paper mentions actions
That applies to the everyday
player, Duncan said. Occasional some frequent players do when
players play mainly for entertain- stress has been created during a
ment. It is not unusual to hear game. Some players may punch,
players compare their scores or kick or stick their tongue at a
ask others what their highest machine. Others may stalk away
angrily because of their frustrascores are.
"They will play a game they tion at not doing as well as they
can't beat quicker than one they think they should.
Another MSU study was concan," Swain said. "When they get
to where they can win, they'll quit ducted by marketing research
playing it and go to something classes of the Management and
Marketing Dept. Phil Niffenegnew."
Players usually range in age ger, assistant professor, and Fred
from about 8 years old to 30. All Miller, instructor, were in charge
types of economic levels are of the students making the study,
represented by the variety of peo- which was taken from questionple who play. People go to the ar- naires answered by players in the
cades singly, with friends or take University Center Game Room.
Most of the players were
dates.
"It gives people a place to go," freshmen or sophomores with the
average player enrolled in 15
Swain said. "They can meet
hours of classes with a grade point
others and it keeps them off the
average of 2.7. The areas deriving
street, out of trouble."
Among various groups concern greatest satisfaction were
has grown about the games' sud- challenge, skill, socializing and
den popularity. In some areas competition.
Miller said they had expected
restrictions on the games have
been proposed. A number of results pointing to game playing
causing a drop in grades and
studies have been made involving
study time. However, the playing
the games and their players.
apparently did not take away time
The first well-known concern
from enrolled hours and did not
arose from arm ligament strain
decrease grade point averages.
caused by pushing buttons while

"In fact," Miller added, "the
more hours a person carried, the
more
he played the games.
Students play the games to help
relieve pressure."
Whatever the reasons, more and
more people are playing the
games. Advertising for home
video applianns are frequent
sights. A recent TV Guide article
described a new cable television
service called "Playcable," which
would make available a variety of
games to subscribers.
Video games' popularity is increasing. Whether they are just
today's fads or tomorrow's sports
may be an unanswerable question
at this time.
Perhaps one day it may be
possible to look into the living
room of a typical household and
see a familiar sight — a family arranged in front of the television
prepared to watch a new hit show.
A familiar theme music plays, the
announcer describes "the thrill of
victory, the agony of defeat," and
the host appears for The Wide
World of Videos.
"This is Howard Cosell at
gameside as our two champions
prepare to square off. In the red
corner is former professional
baseball star Reggie Jackson,
who retired last year amidst controversy to follow a career in
video games. In the blue corner,
ready to drop his quarter in the
slot, is an old acquaintance and
opponent of Reggie's, Billy Martin."
"We're ready for the starting
signal..."
BEEP!

Legislature...

Advertise in... Mirrray Ledger & Times

(Continued From Page 1)
law claimed it would offer protection to consumers and the governWent against car thieves and
dealers who roll back odometers.
The opposition argued among
other things that the cost to
motorists will be higher than it appears.
Rep. David Van Horn, DLexington, again lambasted
Brown, his customary target, saying "this is just another bump on
the taxpayer's head by ( the governor."
But Rep. Louie Guenthner, RLouisville, said "10 years is long
enough to debate a bill."
Actually, car title laws have a
25-year history of failure in the
legislature. However, in 1980 the
House defeated such a version by
only two votes.
The House also passed and sent
to the Senate by 94-0 a measure
which offsets the Reagan administration's tax break for
business by increasing state
levies.
Otherwise, according to advocates, the state could lose tens

of millions of dollars.
Another bill, approved 71-13 and
sent to the Senate, would permit
cities of the first and second class,
and the Fayette County urban
government, to sell or lease certain surplus or abandoned property.
The measuje permits a leaseback arrangement to be used.
A major nursing home reform
bill was approved by its third committee Monday and apparently is
finally headed for a vote on the
floor of the House.
The Appropriations and
Revenue Committee voted 15-4 to
send the bill, which had alaready
been approved by the Health and
Welfare and State Government
committees, to the House.
The vote came after the nursing
home industry failed once again to
amend the measure.
The bill would give the state
authority to fine nursing homes
which fail to correct violations,
sets up a rating system for nursing homes, allows poorly operated
nursing homes to be placed in

temporary receivership, requires
the homes to maintain certain inspection records and guarantees
access to nursing homes by advocacy groups.
The bill had been sent to the Appropriations and Revenue
because of its fiscal impact.
However, Rep. Gerta Bendl, DLouisville, the bill's sponsor,
presented a letter from state
Human Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo saying the bill
would not require any new Money
for his department to implement.
The Murray Ledger & Time'
(USPS3111-7110)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
afternoos
except Sundays, July 4,
every
Christmas Day. New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., IN N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 43071. Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray.Ky. 43571.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas *erred
by carriers, 13.10 per menus, payabie Ni advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Renton. Hardin, mayhem. Sedalia NW Farakiegtee. Ky.; and Paris, Bechases and
Paryear, Tn.. $24.1111 pm year. By waif to
other destinations $35.51 per year.
To reach all departments et the newspaper
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Utility bills
area problem
SEN.GREG HIGDON
First Senate District
I'm going to stray a little bit this week from my
usual report about what's going on in the General
Assembly to address a problem many of you
have contacted me about recently.
It's been a long, colder-than-usual winter, and
the high cost of electricity and heating oil has
really taken a toll on all of us. I know I've had
some pretty staggering utility bills myself.
It's a problem — a complex problem, I might
add — and there really isn't much we can do
about it on the state level.
Many utility companies and suppliers are
privately owned or, as in the case of the Tennessee Valley Authority, quasi-federal agencies.
They may be regulated by federal guidelines or
by their members or owners. The state has very
little, if anything,to say about their activities.
Even most of our relief programs are federally
funded. During the past few winters there have
been energy assistance programs for lowincome and elderly people administered by the
state Department for Human Resources or other
local human services agencies. But, with the exception of churches and some private groups,
those emergency funds for heating oils or other
energy sources are provided through federal
grants. Our state just is not financially able to
provide those services at this time.
We do have a Public Service Commission in
Kentucky where utility rate increases are
"tried" — that is the companies present their
case for a rate hike or other service changes —
and an impartial panel determines whether their
case is warranted. In many cases their increases
are justified due to the same economic factors
that make it harder for us to pay those monthly
bills.
The PSC also hears some consumer complaints. But the PSC's jurisdiction extends only
over certain utility companies. Municipal
utilities, for example, are exempted from PSC
oversight.
We are also caught in a catch-22 situation
where, if we cut back on our utility use, we are
penalized for that lower consumption. The utility
companies must maintain a certain rate of consumption in order to meet their overhead. If consumption drops, prices are hiked to compensate.
In a situation like that, the consumer can't win
for losing.
There are no easy answers.
We are looking at legislation to boost energy
research and enhance alternate energy
resources. If energy resources are abundant, the
law of supply and demand should result in lower
energy costs.
I'm sure many of you have heard about the
new process for manufacturing synthetic fuels.
Several synfuels plants have been proposed for
western Kentucky. There is a House bill being
debated that would set up a fund for alternative
energy development. And, during the last
legislative interim a special committee on solar
energy was active. Several bills have been introduced as a result of that committee's work.
In the meantime there is little that can be done
on the state level. I can assure you that I am fully
aware of the problem and will do everything I
can to ease this burden. I would also urge you to
keep in touch with our federal people in
Washington, where'Most of the energy regulation and assistance is initiated.
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garrott's galley

by rn.c. garrott

It's never too late to tell a story
about the true spirit of Christmas
It doesn't take much to brighten someone's life.
Take, for example, the experience
of Mrs. Opal Phillips.
Now 70 years of age, Mrs. Phillips
lives 10 miles from town just off 94
East on the old Faxon Road and near
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Last December, she had just come
through perhaps the most difficult
and traumatic time of her life.
Some two months before, she had
been admitted to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with a heart attack.
While the doctors worked to save her
life, her husband, Rupert, died in a
room just around the corner.
He passed away without knowing
she was in the hospital, and as she
fought for her life, she did not know
that he was dying only a few paces
away.
He had been hospitalized after a
series of strokes, and she recalled,
"When I went home the night before,
I knew he would never be home
again. That was foremost on my
mind when I went to sleep."
•••
About 2:30 the next morning, she
was awakened by severe chest pains
and shortness of breath. At home by
herself, she managed to reach the
telephone and called for an ambulance. Within minutes one was
there. She was rushed to the
hospital's cardiac unit.
While the doctors were working
with her, four of their children —
Tommy, Ronald, Joe Pat and Mrs.
Oretha Gammon,South 16th Street —
huddled anxiously in the hall.
When a nurse came up to them,she
bore the sad news not of her mother,
but of their father. He had just quietly passed away in a room down the
hall.
I ••

After four weeks in the hospital,
Mrs. Phillips was able to be home
again.
One day as the Christmas holidays
were approaching, the phone rang.
The caller was a lady, a stranger to
Mrs. Phillips. She identified herself
as a Calloway County resident.
The lady — who wishes to remain
anonymous — went on to say that she
and her husband suddenly had realized that they had been observing
Christmas wrong by "swapping
gifts," Mrs. Phillips said. Instead,
they wanted to make it a time of giving.
"In the true spirit of Christmas,
they wanted to reach out and help someone in need, someone they didn't
even know," Mrs. Phillips went on.
"She said they had just realized what
Christmas was all about — giving."
They had been given Mrs. Phillips'
name, and wanted to know her robe
and shoe sizes.
Two days before Christmas, the
lady and a daughter-in-law showed
up at the Phillips home with a big,
gaily-decorated package. In it was a
beautiful satin, quilted robe with a
small, intricateflowery design and a
pair of furry, matching houseshoes.
-That was an act inspired by God,"
Mrs. Phillips told me, her eyes
glistening with tears, "and I hope
that spirit of Christmas will spread
throughout this county. It was a
warm, beautiful thing for these good
people to do,and it meant so much to
me."
• ••

Mrs. Phillips has had many compliments on her robe and houseshoes
since Christmas. She was back in the
hospital again and proudly wearing
them when I met her and learned a
few things about her interesting life.

I found out that she has a vivid imagination and has written all kinds of
songs, poems and short stories about
nature, people and her emotions. She
could be ironing, she recalls, when a
song would come to her. "I'd stop
right there and write down the words
before I forgot them," she laughed,
"and in 20 minutes I would have
another song on paper. Some of them
were pretty good,too!"
She firmly believes that had she
had financial backing some of her
songs might well have become big
hits. Donnie Elliott, a Calloway County boy brought up out in the Pottertown area and an aspiring country
music singer in Nashville, has 25 of
her songs now.
Four of them were recorded on a
trial basis, but the next step was for
Mrs. Phillips to purchase a specific
number of the records to send to disc
jockeys hoping they would play them
and that the songs would catch on.
"But I couldn't do it," she said sadly. "I just didn't have that kind of
money."
Here are some of her songs that she
felt were the most promising: Had
to Have My Way," "She 's My Cha
Cha Baby," "Invitation," "Peekaboo
Sailor," "I Feel a Translation in
Your Kiss," and "You Killed Me."
•••
Mrs. Phillips grew up in Calloway
County "all the way from Brandon's
Mill to Pottertown." When she was
only 10, she remembers she would
often go to a quiet, favorite place in
the woods and put her thoughts and
emotions on paper.
Both she and her husband — who
farmed all his life on rented land —
came from singing, fun-loving
families. He played guitar and sang
bass. She fondly remembers how the
two of them and the children would
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Tommy went on to become a Murray police captain. Maxine is married and lives in Los Angeles, and
Mary Lou, also married, lives in
Flint, Mich. Joe Pat is a roofer and
lives in Kirksey.
"We were one big happy family,"
Mrs. Phillips said, "and we enjoyed
each other so very much."
And — chances are I would never
have become acquainted with this interesting lady and seen her eyes light
up as she talked of her family it it
hadn't been for one couple's
thoughtfulness at Christmas.
I, like Mrs. Phillips, also hope their
example will inspire others to do the
same come next December, and that
"this true spirit of Christmas" really
will spread across the county.

looking back
Ten years ago
Bobby K. Henry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eunice Henry, had enlisted in
United States Navy.
Kathy Hopkins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edison Hopkins, Calloway
County High School, and Leah
Fulton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Fulton, Murray High School,
had been named as Good Citizens.
This award is given each year to a
senior at each local high school by
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution.
Twenty years ago
Buel E. Stalls, 407 North Fifth St.,
had been promoted to rank of major
in Air Force Reserve.
Directors and employees of Bank
of Murray had surprised their president, George S. Hart, with a party in
his honor March 1 at Kenlake Hotel.
Thirty years ago
Memorial Baptist Church had set
an attendance record of 247 for Sunday services, according to the Rev.
Samuel E. Byler, pastor.
A special class about jewelry work
with Cliford Kosy as instructor was
being offered by Murray State College Art Department.

Stop violence
Dear Editor:'
One year ago this month, the President of the
United States was nearly killed with a "Saturday
Night Special" Thank God President Reagan
survived.
But during this past year over 20,000 other
Americans were shot with handguns. They were
not as fortunate as the President. They died.
It's easy to blame the politicians in Congress
who should be doing something to stop America's
handgun violence. But the Congress works for
us. What have we done? What have you done?
The gun lobbysts are puny compared to us.
Polls show that nine in ten Americans want
tougher handgun laws. But the politicians hear
from the gun zealots every day. It's time they
heard from us.
Our goal is to find ONE MILLION
AMERICANS who care enough about handgun
violence to stop it. And if becoming ONE
MILLION STRONG isn't enough, we'll find ten
million more until our handgun laws are
strengthened. And if Congress won't change the
law, we'll change the Congress.
Every time a John Lennon or a Ronald Reagan
is shot, America is called a sick society. A handful of kooks doesn't make us a sick society. But
what is sick is for the rest of us to let this handgun violence continue.
You can do something to stop America's handgun violence. Contact us. We'll show you how.
Sincerely,
Pete Shields
Chairman
Handgun Control, Inc.
Washington, D.C. 20006
the

gather on the porch "after chores"
and "sing ourselves hoarse" before
retiring for the night.
They had three boys and three
girls, and when the youngest boy, Joe
Pat — now a Kirksey roofer — *as ow"
only four years old, he, Tommy and
Ronald got up one day at Sugar Creek
Baptist Church and boldly sang "Are
You Washed In the Blood Of The
Lamb?""After that,they were much
in demand and sang in lots of churches," she smiled.
"But that was when they were
young. They don't sing much any
more."
Ronald, who now lives in Hardin,
played lead guitar for a while with a
country music band billed as "Country Trend." They once were invited
by Loretta Lynn to be her guests on a
30-minute radio show originating
from her dud ranch near Nashville.
The band broke up five or six years
ago, though, as one by one its
members dropped out because of job
conflicts, ill health or other reasons.

Economic speck may grow
NEW YORK (AP) — Cheer up. In
.--case you may have lost sight of it in
the tumult, the economic goal of the
Reagan administration is to return
the economy to a motivated, innovative, productive private sector....
...a sector that produces the goods
and provides the services that will
enable you to enjoy more health and
wealth at relatively less cost, and
with little need to cut into your
•
neighbor's share.A big ambition. Indeed a vast ideal
In view of the economic drift of 50
years, an ideal that occasionally
elicits cynicism from those who view
themselves as adrift in a small
lifeboat in a big and stormy sea.... _
But, yes, there may be some small
signs on the horizon. William
Dunkelberg, a Purdue University
economist and small-business consultant, thinks he has spotted a little
speck out there, and he thinks it will
grow.
Dunkelberg believes that a leaner,
more efficient and more competitive
economy could be developing, one in
which people are more alert, more
attentive to business, less wasteful,

thoughts
in season

by john cuniff

business-mirror

more willing to do more withinn.
The professor, who 1flterptts
responses to quarterly surveys by the
Federation of Independent Business,
a 500,000-member organization, says
he has found revealing figures in
first-quarter 1982 results.
Two records were set: The
greatest number of respondents who
said they had lowered prices from
the previous quarter, and the lowest
number who said they had posted
higher prices. And something of the
same sort was found in the January
consumer price index, which rose only 3.5 pereent..
Obviously, said Dunkelberg,
"there is more clovriiwird flexibility
than we might have thought."
Despite complaints that it couldn't be
done, he said, businesses have
managed to cut some more. Efficiency is up.
The consequences of it are intriguing, as Dunkelberg explained.
"A lot of people said that growth
projections for 1982 couldn't be
realized," he said, alluding to the
widespread belief that the big federal
deficit would sop up capital needed
for expansion by business. But, he

said, this might be offset by business
and labor learning to do more with
less. In other words, by being more
productive.

6tRAffeirc

By Ken Wolf
In the modern world, where decisions are often made for individuals
by large collective bodies, it is easy
for evil to be done. Both Thomas Merton and Abraham Heschel
understood this. Merton wrote that
modern men could avoid feeling guilt
"by having the state, the Party, or
the class command us to do the evil
that lies hidden in our heart."
Heschel expressed a similar sentiment when he wrote, referring to the
horrors of Auschwitz:
We stand on a razor's edge. It is
so easy to hurt,to destroy,to insult, to kill. Giving birth to one
child is a mystery; bringing
death to millions is but a skill.
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datebook
Softball league will meet
Murray-Calloway County Church Softball League
will have an organizational meeting Tuesday,
March 9, at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church,
located in former Baptist Student Union building,
North 15th Street.
Any church desiring to participate in this activity
by sponsoring a team should have a representative
present. Any church interested, but unable to attend, may contact Harold Bynum,436-2735.

Choir to sing at Knoxville

Lessons given at meeting

Wants to form support group
Laymon Thornton, who
has been diagnosed as
having hereditary ataxia,
is attempting to contact
anyone in the area with
the same disease.
Thornton hopes to form
a support or counseling
group here to assist victims of the disease.
"Hereditary Ataxia is a
spino-cerebellar
degenerative disease.
Cells of the spinal cord
and brain ( primarily
cerebellum) degenerate
so that nerve signals are
decreased. Coordination
gradually fails and
muscles become less
responsive to commands
from the brain, rendering
the victim partially
disabled or helpless."
.The above description
of the disease is from a
pamphlet by the National
Ataxia Foundation, Minneapolis, Minn.
"At the age of 25, I
became affected with the
disease, the fourth child
of the five children of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Dation
Thornton, to be effected,"
Thornton said.
"My two sisters have
died as a result of the

Three lessons were presented at meeting Feb. 18
of Wadesboro Homemakers Club at home of Gladys
Mitchell. Dixie Palmer discussed "Know Your
County Government" and Betty Palmer discussed
"Breaking Cycle of Abuse" and "Color In Home."
Jewel Lawson gave devotion. Pawnee Bedwell,
president, took assignments for County Tasting luncheon. Gusts Conner directed recreation. Other
members present were LaVerna Hardie, Helen
Curd and Ruby Burchett. Two visitors were Ruth
Nanney and Elsie Williams. The next meeting will
be Tuesday, March 16, at 1 p.m. at Bedwell home.

Study planned at home

•

Club hears two lessons

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have
Bible study Wednesday, March 3, at 7 p.m. at the
home of Bob and Tane Alexander. It previously was
announced as being at church, according_to the-)
Rev. Dean Woodard, pastor.

Mary Gertzen presented a lesson on "Know Your
County Government" and Lottie Hurt on "Color In
Your Home" at meeting Feb. 10 of Pottertown
Homemakers Club at Holiday Inn. Lurene Cooper
gave a report on County Tasting Luncheon April 29.
Dorothy Simon directed recreation and Louise
Short gave devotion.
Other members present were Bobbie Cook, president, Shirley Werts, secretary, Iva Alfred, Mary
Hopson, Dolly Lorenz, Mary Moore, Payte Overcast, Jean Pipher, Ruth Weston, Delores Zinkovich,
Leola Erwin and Frances Palmer. The next
meeting will be March 10 at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn.

Xi Alpha Delta has meeting
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi had its
annual "Hearts and Hands" tradition at meeting
Feb. 18 at Ellis Community Center. This event is
observed by members making gifts for their secret
sisters with their hands and giving with their
hearts, according to Barbara Chilcutt, president.
Barbara Williams conducted a poll on "Most Ad-
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Murray man desires contacts

mired Women" taken from Good Housekeeping
magagine. Williams, Debbie Pardue and Donna
Maynard were hostesses. Also present were Vicky
Holton, Laurie Rollins, Joyce Thomas, Lois Ruiz,
Debbie Villaflor, Joyce Nummally, Jackie
Gresham, Debbie Woods, Dot Ford, Krista Crass,
Mary Ann Barrow, Peggy Shoemaker, Ha Brown,
Brenda Estes, Mary Graves, Debbie Miller, Linda
Darnell, Debbie Lyons, Glenda Wilson, Linda
Walker, Sue Smith, Linda Lane, Rowena Emerson
and Wanda Miles.

First Baptist Church Choir of Murray, directed
by Wayne Halley, will perform May 12 at Baptist
pavilion at 1982 World's Fair, Knoxville, Tenn. The
choir, one of 145 Baptist choirs chosen to perform at
centrally-located Baptist pavilion, will present two
20-minute performances.
The Baptist Ministries for 1982 World's Fair progra screening committee chose the 145 choirs,
representing 18 states, from a pool of 247 Baptist
choirs who auditioned through cassette tapes. The
selections were completed in January.

-—

Woman desires more from partner
even thoughhe-has-many quatitites
DEAR ABBY: Tam living with a man. He's 29
and I'm 27. He's almost a
saint. He doesn't smoke,
drink or curse. He opens
doors for me and treats
me with the greatest
respect.
He would do anything
in the world for me. He
wants what most people
want — home, family,
love, etc. So do I. So
what's the problem? I
don't love him the way he
loves me. He's very
romantic, likes
candlelight, soft music,
long foreplay and the
works. Me? I'm just a 1-23 lover. I do a lot for him
( physically), but he
doesn't really do that
much for me. I'm honest.
I don't play games. I try
to explain that just
because we have different needs doesn't
make either one of us
weird. We are just incompatible when it
comes to love.
I have been in love and
I know how it's supposed
to be. I'm not really
miserable with him, but
I'm not completely happy

.1

.$

either. Why do we both
continue in this arrangement? Am I hurting both
of us by staying?
He says he loves me
and he's content. But is
contentment enough? I
don't want to hurt him.
He's a wonderful man
and most women would
feel lucky to have him.
What do you make of
this?
MISSING SOMETHING
DEAR MISSING: If
he's content, knowing
that you don't feel for him
what he feels for you, you
aren't being unfair to
him. But whether you're
being unfair to yourself is
another question.
When people feel
they're "missing
something" (you provided the signature, I
didn't), in time they
usually go looking for it.
•••
DEAR ABBY: lam 84,
single, of sound mind, in
fairly good health, and I
have no heirs. I recently
completed a will with a
bequest to a particular
friend, and I made the
mistake of telling her

what!had willed to her.
Since then she has been
asking for additional
items! I told her plainly
that my will was written
and I had no intention of
altering it. I wonder if
other elderly people have
had a similar experience,
and if so, how they handled it.
This friend now appears to be more interested in my early
demise than in me.
APPALLED
DEAR APPALLED:
Ignore her requests.
Feeling as you do, I
wonder why you would
want to leave her
anything.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I
wonder why the feminist
groups haven't challenged the age-old tradition of
the bride's parents paying for the wedding. That
custom dates back to the
days when the male
reigned supreme and a
female was made to feel
fortunate if a man asked
to marry her. Parents of
daughters used bribes
(dowries) to unload

Gibson Means
Choice Meats

disease. One brother has
the disease and is now
disabled. My other
brother has not been affected by the disease,"
Laymon said.
Laymon, now 35, is still
able to work and make a
living for himself. He is
equipment manager for
Athletic Department,
Murray State University.
His boss is Johnny
Reagan, athletipliirector
at MSU.
"I had already married
and had a son before I
was diagnosed as having
the disease. We are now
divorced and my wife and
child now are residing
elsewhere," Thornton
said.
Thornton said, "there
is a 50 to 50 per cent
chance my child will be
affected by the disease."
He said he had been
contacted by a Research
Center at Jackson, Miss.,
studying this disease. Officials there said there
has been a major
breakthrough to possibly

Thursday, March 4
Annual benefit luncheon and card party,
Returning Students sponsored by Garden
United will meet at 7:45 Department of Murray
a.m. at Ordway Hall,--Woman's Club, will be at
Murray State University. _noon at club house.
Wednesday, March 3
Hospital.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
Make Today Count will
as follows: Dorothy with
Louise Miller at 10:30 meet at 1:30 p.m. at
a.m.; Bea Walker with Murray-Calloway County
Nettie Bennett at 7:30 Hospital.
p.m.
-Murray- C.a lloway
Alcoholics Anonymous County Ministerial
By Abigail Von Buren
will meet at 8 p.m. in Association will meet at
western portion of 8:30 a.m. at cafeteria
CURfoUsing KANSAS
DEAR CURIOUS: Yes. Livestock and Exposition meeting room of MurrayEspecially if he signs a Center.
Calloway County
check that bounces.
Hospital.
•••
Murray Assembly No.
Problems? You'll feel 19 Order of Rainbow for
Hazel and Douglas
FOR EQUALITY better if you get them off Girls will meet at 7 p.m. Centers will be open from
DEAR FOR: One hun- your chest. Write to Ab10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acKappa Department of tivities by senior citizens.
by, P.O. Box 38923,
dred percent!
•••
Hollywood, Calif. 90038. Murray Woman's Club
DEAR ABBY: Do you For a personal reply, will meet at 7 p.m. at club
Mission groups of Flint
house.
believe a person's hand- please enclose a
Baptist Church Women
writing reveals anything stamped, self-addressed
meet at 7 p.m. at
Delta Department of will
about his character''
envelope.
church.
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
PLANNING
Cherry Corner Baptist
house.
TO MARRY?
Church Mission Groups
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Tandy Clark, senior will meet at 7 p.m. at
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedvoice major, will present church.
ding reports. a recital at 8 p.m. at FarAll wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
rell Recital Hall, Murray
United Campus
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
State University.
Ministry luncheon will be
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
be accepted.
Room, University Center,
Wednesday,March 3
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
Overeaters Anonymous Murray State University.
for a wedding article are available at the
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Children's Concerts by
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
classroom 2 of MurrayCalloway County Murray State University
Symphonic Band for
grades one through six of
/ , •
Murray and Calloway
Schools will be at 8:45 and
NEEDUWOMAN
10 a . m . at Lovett
auditorium, MSU.

them. And parents were
only too happy to pay for
the wedding. Talk about
sex discrimination!'
If women want equality
with men, isn't it time
they abolished that
ridiculous, demeaning
custom? Today's women
work as hard as men,'and
many of them earn more
than their husbands.
I'm for splitting the
cost of the wedding 50-50.
Are you with me, Abby?

FABRICS

atoice Whole

Ribeye

-11-126.fre.
Cut, Wrapped riefFrezire Free

Outside Grilling Time Again
IA head Pere Greyed Reef

Steaks

12th. Box

C
Gibson's Country

Ham
lheie NC or By The Ski

Frozen
Vegetables

Choice Sides Of Beef
225 Ti 275 Lbs.

RSATTY
MANI
MILTON

$16"

Fresh Order Of
Frosty Acres

Cut & Wrepped Free

•,r71

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

QUILTED FABRICS

This school is
our home.
(ZOOM C. SCOTT
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give name, address and
telephone number for me
to contact them. Also any
persons being affected by
the disease or other
muscular disorders may
contact me at the same
telephone number."
Thornton said he was
being assisted in this
organizational program
by his personal physician, officials at Murray
State University and
friends.
Laymon has literature
from the national ataxia
foundation to distribute to
any persons or organizations desiring to know
more about the disease.
"I hope any person
desiring to learn more
about the disease or who
will help in any way with
the organization of a support or counseling group
will contact me as soon as
possible," Thornton said.
--Frank Winfield
Woolworth,founder of the
five-and-dime store, was
born in 1852.

Community Calendar
Tuesday, March 2
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds .sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
atlodge hall.

DOW

tell with an eye examintion whether a child will
be affected by the
disease.
Jackson officials have
asked Thornton, his
former wife, his child and
his brother to come to the
center to be tested for the
disease.
Thornton said "if it was
found that there was a
possibility his child will
become affected by the
disease later in life,
education and therapy to
prepare him for adapting
to his future lifestyle
could be started now."
The Murray man hopes
to contact persons with
any type of muscular
disorder to endeavor to
help them locate medical
care or other professional
assistance when it is requested.
"I would especially like
to talk with any local
civic or church group
about the disease. Any
organization desiring to
have me as a speaker
may call 762-6188 and

Ir ' Its% '

'56

Swamp
Thing(PG)

Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
-Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap-,
tist Church.
Mothers Morning Out
Will be at 9 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Front Porch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Ellis Community
Center.
Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 ai
m_._tolp.m.
Kathy Copeland, senior
voice major, with Marcia
Winstead as accompanist, will present a
recital at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.

Bacon beans
recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
P Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
Meat Loaf Bacon Beans
Bread Tray
Salad
Cookies Beverage
Bacon Beans
A pantryshelf
vegetable gets quick,
savory treatment.
17ounce can green lima
beans
4 slices bacon, halved
crosswise
1 very small onion,finely chopped (2 tablespoons)
/
1
4 teaspoon dry
mustard
_ -vs cup ketchup
Drain the beans,saving
the liquid, and reserve
the beans. In a 10-inch
skillet slowly fry the
bacon until crisp; drain
on paper toweling and
keep warm; remove all
but 2 tablespoons of the
bacon fat from the skillet.
Gently cook the onion in
the 2 tablespoons bacon
fat until onion is golden.
Stir in the mustard, ket--ehup and '4 cup of the
saved bean liquid; add
the reserved beans and
reheat.(You may want to
add a little more of the
saved bean liquid.) Top
with the bacon. Makes 4
servings.
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Willis observes birthday
.4y Jo Burkeen

Aid won't stop hearing loss
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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existing hearing. In fact if a
poorly fitted hearing aid is
used to amplify sound to a
great degree it could cause
noise-induced hearing loss.
I don't think anyone
should buy a bearing aid who
has not had an examination
by a physician or an audiologist. An audiologist has a
masters degree with five to
six years of college. If he is
certified by the American
Speech-Language-Hearing
Association be will also have
had supervised experience.
He may provide bearing aids
for you. But a straight hearing aid Salesman may not
have these qualifications.
Some have only a few days
or a few weeks training
before getting their license.
That is why many people
end up with a drawer full of
unused hearing aids.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 16-8,
Your Vital Hearing, so you
will know what can be done.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB Recently I was diagnosed as

Hearing aids serve only one

having thyroiditis and am

currently taking Synthroid.
I'm 26 and gave birth to my
first child nine months ago.
My doctor explained that
my body is producing too
many antibodies which are
killing the thyroid cells. He
said I would be able to have
another child without any
risk to it from the Synthroid.
Do you agree with this and
do you consider thyroiditis
to be a serious condition?
Right now we're working'on
adjusting my dosage
because 1 still feel fatigued a
lot of the time.
DEAR READER
Sounds like you have a fine
doctor. One cause of low thyroid function is destruction
of thyroid gland tissue from
your own immune system
(there are other causes, too).
The Synthroid merely
replaces the thyroid hormone your normal gland
would produce.
If you don't get enough
thyroid you are less likely to
get pregnant. And if you are
properly regulated to provide the optimal amount of
thyroid hormone you certainly should be as likely as
other mothers to have a normal pregnancy.
Low thyroid function can
be and is one of many causes
for fatigue but most fatigue
is caused by other factors.

People like cream pie

ifield

ANNIE WILLIS,seated, was honored at party for
102 birthday. Standing in rear is Laverne Tapp,
lodge administrator.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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"No man ever distin- clubs).
•J 4 3 2
After the first round
guished himself who could
not bear to be laughed at, ,, trump finesse is allowed to 4, •2
•A 42
win, the winning play is to
- Maria Edgeworth
FILMS Drake
forget the jeers and take a
Vulnerable. Both Dealer.
second round finesse in the
Chocolate Glaze
FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 3,1982
opposite direction! If this North. The bidding:
3 tablespoons butter
this evening. Education and
3 tablespoons What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
A declarer who could not loses, dummy's trump ace North East Sena
row be? Ts fled out what the (Aug.23to Sept. 22) 11.0.11. creative projects are nicely
protects against heart losers
Pass *
unsweetened cocoa
bear
laughs would never
to
accented.
You get the go-ahead
Pass *
and declarer has time to 20
3 tablespoons boiling stars say, geed the forecast
meet
today's
rare
challenge.
Passreach for the too spot in your PISCES
draw trumps and claim 1(1 3+
• given for your birth Sign.
water
The
road
to success is not
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
day's
career.
A
good
business
tricks.
confectioners'
1 cup
found lky repeating an
ARIES
_
work brings benefit!. A It's a good time to seek
The big surprise comes
sugar
Opening lead: lieaftntliV- -financing for projects that in- apparently-wimiing finesse; when the "crazy finesse"
(Mar.
21
to
w
an—TO—I%
you.
relative
distracts
declarer
In a small saucepan
must
grit
his
teeth
terest you, especially real
Bid witliCors
Your best confidante is your LIBRA
wins. Dummy's trump ace is
-tLin estate. A higher-up may
over low heat, melt the mate or close friend. Don't
be and do the exact opposite.
is led to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
cashed,
a
club
Dummy's heart ace wins
butter. Off heat, stir in believe suppertime rumors. Get important things ac- evasive.
to draw the South holds: 3-24
the first trick and declarer declarer's ace
the cocoa until blended, Others may be purposely complished early in the day.
last trump and declarer
takes
a
first round trump
44
then the butter.
YOU BORN TODAY have
evasive then.
suffers no scorn and enjoys
Later, you may obtain
finesse, half-hoping to lose
K 97
Gradually stir in the TAURUS
unreliable information. Enjoy an innate talent for writing the
a
well
earned
overtrick.
•K 9 7 5 4
trick. West makes a
sugar until smooth; con- (Apr.20 to May 20)
and speaking. The world of
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Who
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to
+875
tinue stirring until thick
communications is your shrewd duck (he can see lit- make such a may? I don't
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hope
for
four
tricks
if
he
around
spread
allenough
to
fork-stirred
1 cup
natural milieu. You'd make a
combine to bring you business (Oct.23to Nov. 21)
know. But whoever he may
the sides of the cake; achievement. Be careful in Keep joint financial moves good salesman and would do wins) and declarer is faced be, he deserves a good hand. North South
purpose flour
with
his
crucial
test.
1*
1 NT
1 teaspoon baking then, if necessary, con- financial negotiations with confidential, but avoid ex- well in any profession where
NORTH
3-2-A
2*
cessive spending. Be wary of personal contacts are a factor. If declarer leads a trump
tinue stirring until thick others.
powder
44
A
7
2
somewhat dubious proposi- You have a tendency to scat- to dummy's ace to repeat
enough to pour over the GEMINI
1,12 teaspoon salt
VA
ANSWER: 'Pass. Game is
the "winning finesse," the
tions toward evening.
ter your energies and need to
•Q J 8 3
top of the cake and add a (May 21 to June 20)
3 large eggs,separated
highly
unlikely and this
hand
goes
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in
smoke. East
•KQ.11047
find a special niche where you
Y-ou'll take the lead in SAGITTARIUS
second coat around the
43 cup water
should be a comfortable
shows
out
and
there
is
now
re"
can be of real service to the
romance and may be surpris- (Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
WEST
EAST
part score
1 teaspoon grated sides.
no way to cope with West's•Q 6 5 3
•4
ed how much your feelings Though the day is favorable community at large. Both inlemon rind
pesky
trumps
(if
declarer
it 9 7 6
11 Q 10 8 5
Send bridge questIons to The Aces,
will deepen. There is some for solidifying romantic ties, ventive and charming, you
4'2 teaspoon vanilla
#K9754
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
you still may not see the situa- will also have success in such runs clubs, West ruffs the •A 10 6
confusion late in the day.
1 cup sugar
+875
with sell-addresmed, stamped envelope
tion exactly as it is. Avoid self- fields as art, poetry, acting third round and leads a +63
CANCER
for reply
2 tablespoons lemon
dummy's
SOUTH
deception.
Birthdate of: Jean trump to isolate
and
music.
(June
21
to
July
22)
GO
juice
Harlow, actress; Alexander
Tidy up unfinished business CAPRICORN
Cream Filling, recipe
Graham Bell, inventor; and
around the house. Do the (Dec. toJan. 19)
follows
)017(744..
necessary research regarding Overall, you'll have a pro Julius Soros,golfer.
Chocolate Glaze,
--a domestic matter. Curb ductive work day. This will
recipe follows
further your ambitions, but
escapist
tendencies.
FACTORY
OUTLET
CLASSIC AMERICAN
Line the bottom of two
there
could
be
a
LEO
NEW YORK (AP) Boston
—
DESSERT
8-inch round layer-cake
misunderstanding with a co- Factory-outlet sales of
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
pans with wax paper; Cream Pie. This 1940 il- Keep in touch with friends. worker.
men's and boy's wear are
butter paper. On a sheet lustration is from the Group activities are favored. AQUARIUS
to reach the $4.5
expected
of
collection
of wax paper thoroughly culinary
Write letters or visit others. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
stir together the flour, Cecily Brownstone, AP Avoid foolish romantic in- Romance looks good, but billion mark this year, up
food editor.
friends aren't to be counted on from $3.5 billion in 1981.
-baking powder and salt.
volvements.
In a large bowl beat
together the egg yolks,
water, lemon rind and
vanilla to mix; gradually
beat in the sugar,then the
lemon juice, until
• The Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera has arrived. The
smooth. With a spoon,
.first Cutlass with front-wheel drive and we've
gradually fold in the flour
got it now.
mixture just until smooth
addition.
after each
In a medium bowl with
a clean beater, beat the
egg whites until they hold
stiff straight peaks when
lnk,
the beater is slowly
• The new Oldsmobile Firenza. The newest,
With Garlic Bread
withdrawn; fold into the
smallest and sportiest Oldsmobile is here in a
Salad 40 Extra
flour mixture.
new form cif Olds quality...and we've got it.
Turn into prepared
ia
I
tor
hiel•
pc'(
pans. Bake in a preheated
325-degree oven until a
otsik or, prinl..
Insidt• 1)
()nk
Good Tim' Mar. 27, 1982
Good Tkni Mar. 27, 1982
•
5.
cake tester inserted in the
center comes out clean35 to 40 minutes. With a
Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
rsmall metal spatula,
Can't
Eat
This
At
Horne
Yew
Geod
For
This
Price
loosen edges and turn out
on wire racks; strip off
paper; cool completely.
• The new ESC...latest version
Sandwich cake layers
of the popular
together with the cream
(2 or more)
Olds Omega ES series.
filling. Frost the cake as

er of the
ore, *as

CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
No wonder Americans
have continued to bake
Boston Cream Pie since
the middle of the past
century. It really is one of
the best desserts in our
cuisine. There are of
course a nw;nber of versions of the dessert; in
concocting the following
recipe we used an oldfashioned cake and filling
but added our own
modern chocolate glaze.
Does anyone know why
this cake, from its beginning, was called a pie?
Boston Cream Pie
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DEAR DR LAMB Recently a representative of
a well-known brand of hearing aids performed a hearing test, offered to local people as a free service. He
advised me that one inner
ear had trouble picking up a
higher range and I had a 37
percent hearing loss. He prescribed his hearing aid (over
$500) to pick up that range.
He also claimed that it
would prevent further deterioration of my hearing.
Actually my hearing does
not appear to be a problem.
My husband agrees. My
husband's test was declared
good. We are 70 years of
age. •
Will such an aid help to
prevent further deterioration of my hearing? After
all, prevention would. make
it worthwhile but otherwise
it would not seem to be
necessary.
DEAR READER - Most
people in your age group
will have some loss of hearing for high frequency
sounds. The loss may not be
great enough to interfere
with normal hearing for
conversation.
No hearing aid will prevent loss of hearing. I don't
know what the salesman
actually told you but if he
told you that I would recommend not dealing with him.

It was Monday, March
1, 1680 when Annie Willis
was born.
She was still here Monday, March 1, 1982, for
her 102nd birthday observance.
Friends and relatives
of Miss Annie and staff
and residents of Fern
Terrace Lodge were
hosts for an open house at
the lodge for her Sunday.
The woman greeted her
friends Sunday afternoon. She is able to walk
with the help of a walker.
Her eyesight and hearing
are impaired, but she is
able to converse with her
family and friends.
Laverne Tapp, administrator at the lodge,
said "Miss Annie is an
ideal resident and
cooperates with the staff.
She likes to go to bed early and get up early."
"I went to school at
Macedonia," Willis said
in an interview Sunday
afternoon. "I have never
had a public job, just
helped with families and
crops when I lived in

is 'Amazing Grace' which
she sung for staff when
hospitalized recently at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital."
Willis later resided at
Jessie McClure home
before moving to Murray
Housing Project. She has
been a resident at Fern
Terrace since 1976.
In checking history
records, Willis was born
when Rutherford B.
Hayes was president. She
has seen 20 others
become president of
United States including
the present Ronald
Reagan. Twelve states
have been admitted to
United States in her
lifetime.
McClure said "he had
especially enjoyed talking with 'Miss Annie'
through the years. She
still remembers many
bits of county and family
history, but her memory
is not as sharpe as before.
But at 102, she is a
remarkable woman and
the care she receives
from the staff at Fern
Terrace helps to retain
her vitality."

Macedonia area in
southeast part of
Calloway County," she
added.
Grayson and Aline McClure, friends, and Irene
Mitchell Curry, a niece,
take care of various
needs of Willis.
Grayson said "Miss Annie is just like a second
mother to me. She lived
with my Grandmother
McClure after my grandfather, Eli McClure, died,
helping care for the
children and the many
other chores around a
farm home."
McClure continued, "I
especially remember the
McClure family reunions
we had at the McClure
home place south of New
ConcoreMiss Annie who
did most of the cooking
had to go as far as a 'long
city block' to get water at
a well and had to carry it
up a hill on return to the
house.
"She almost never
complained. Some of my
cherished childhood
memories include 'Miss
Annie.' She still likes to
sing and her favorite song
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place a sheet of saran
over the filling to keep a
"skin" from forming;
cool completely.
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• The brand-new optional diesel V6.
• Pius.. America's #1 seller
...Cutlass Supreme.
And we're spreading the news
with good deals now.

directed in the chocolate
glaze recipe. Store in the
refrigerator.
Cream Filling

finetables-

/
1
2cup all-purpose flour
113 cup sugar
Salt to taste
11
/
2cups milk
2 tablespoons butter
2 egg yolks, from large
eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
/
2-quart saucepan
In a 11
stir together the flour,
sugar and salt. Gradually
stir in the milk, keeping
smoOth. Add the butter.
Cook over moderately
low heat, stirring constantly, until thickened
and bubbling.
In a small bowl slightly
whisk the yolks;
vigorously stir in a few
spoonfuls of the hut mixture; whisk back into the
remaining hot Mixture
and, stirring constantly,
cook over low heat for a
couple of minutes. Off
heat, stir in the vanilla.
Wit)out pressing down,

dry

, saving
reserve
10-inch
ry the
; drain
ig and
ove all
of the
skillet.
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BONE'S CLEANING TIP

*Pleats. For a closely pleated or fluted garment, it's best to
avoid natural fibers, Tripolsky says. In natural fabrics the
--pleating is usually held in by sizing that is water or steam soluble: pleats in fabrics that are at least 65 percent synthetic are
usually melted in with heatand tend to be more permanent.
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Antique collectors become experts on furniture purchases
Their 32 books, regular
it has sunk three inches.
If he enjoys a joke newspaper and magazine
about his antique buying columns, newsletters and
career, who could be sur- television programs are
prised? The Kovels — designed to guide the
Ralph and Terry — by a millions of Americans
happy coincidence of who see them. The Kovels
good luck and history — who started with no
have become everyman's special expertise 30 years
antiques authorities.
ago — might almost be
considered stand-ins for
their public.
The growth of their
knowledge, interest and
expertise has its counterpart in the outpouring of
interest in old things over
the past three decades
among millions of
Americans.
Recently, Terry Kovel
reflected a bit on the
changes that have occurred since she and her
husband wrote their first
book in 1953 — a dictionary of pottery and
porcelain marks.
"Our friends thought
we were eccentric to buy
used stuff when we
started in the 1950s. It
just wasn't done in those
days. Today, the
wealthiest of the wealthy
buy used clothing. In
those days, it would have
been a scandal."
The Kovels have seen
the attitude toward collecting old things change
radically over the years.
Terry credits the opening
of a number of great collections to the public in
the 1930s and 1940s with
stimulating an appreciafor antiques. It
IN THIS SOLAR HOME THE south sun penetrates into tion
wasn't until the 1950s,
the family room, dinette and master suite for a direct heat however, that average
gain. The solar energy is absorbed and stored in the ceramic
people began buying antiques
for themselves.
after
dark.
radiation
Plan
tiled thermal floor for
HA1140K
At
first
"nobody but lithas 1,688 square feet. For more information write — enclostle old ladies went into aning a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect tique shops and they were
Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y. just checking on how
much their family
11507.

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The basement of their
suburban home is fitted
out like an old-time country store.
The library is done in
Egyptian revival. The
room where she writes is
furnished with missicin

oak and their daughter's
bedroom in country antiques. Their own room has
Victorian style furniture.
The house has accommodated all the
"finds" that Ralph and
Terry Kovel have bought
over the years. In the process, Ralph likes to joke,

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

HAII40K
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SALE!
COLOR COMPUTER
PROGRAM PAKS

heirlooms were worth," similarities in market deshe said.
mand across the country.
"There have always
Today, young people been more Oriental
are among the most avid things on the West Coast
collectors. Often the and more heavy oak furdealers are young, too. niture in the Midwest and
Antique hunting has East. Some things were
become a family activity, made locally and so are
she said, and museums in good supply in some
and societies that put on areas and almost
programs have learned to unknown in others. Ohio,
offer something for for example, has sewer
everyone in the family, tile figures. Maine has
including the children.
spruce gum boxes.
But some things are
In their travels, the
Kovels have found that popular in many parts of
there are both the ex- the country. Geisha girl
pected differences and porcelain figurines from
some surprising the early 1900s are star-

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Moisture, so necessary
in our lives, also is
necessary in the lives of
the simple plants belonging to the group known as
fungi. Without moisture;•
these plants, called
molds, cannot grow. And
when the particular
molds that cause mildew
cannot grow,they will not
discolor or destroy
fabrics, wood, paper and
anything from which they
cangtve nourishment.
Rule No. 1 for the
prevention of mildew,
therefore, is to get rid of
the dampness that, in
conjunction with certain
other conditions, enables
mold to flourish. These
other conditions include
warmth, lack of ventila-

Hurry! Don't Miss Your Chance
To Save on Family Fun and Games!

tion and little or no light.
Where do all these conditions exist? Very often,
in basements, crawl
spaces, closets,
draperies, rugs and on
shower curtains. They exist, also, in many other
places, among them
damp clothes rolled up
for ironing. If you have a
hamper for soiled
clothes, as- most houses
do, don't put damp articles into it. The combination of dirt, dampness, lack of light and little ventilation almost insures mildew.
Not to be overlooked in
the effort to control
dampness is condensation. This occurs when
warm, moist air settles
on a cold surface, which
can be a window,a wall, a
pipe or anything else in
and around a house. That
is why the excessive
moisture caused by cooking, laundering and
bathing will condense on
something cold in a house
where there is inadequate
ventilation.
When this happens, the
warm, moist air must be

SIA-11111

Sale Ends 3/28/82

Modem Iran demands more VOW at hike pressures New
water swag appliances
Dishwashers
AvtomatK Washers

Lawn Sprioldiug equipment
make Irla easier and MPS
infogehle . but to operate properly they require
-effraent water systems STA-84TE
water systems provide all the water
you need... where and where yea
need it For 'Vary Free- Irving,
depend on STA-RITE 'Con Airs'
water systems
to•W and :enticed by.

Use these and other $10-oft
Program Poke with the $399
IRS-SO Color Computer.
Attaches to any TV (not
Included).

Seirs-prioad Program Pak catalog numbers 26-3055, 26-3059. 26-3152. 26-3150, 26-3154.

rtadie fhaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

Better see the re* —very
reliable—A B Dick 990

plain

paper Copier

The 990 has allot the'met
wanted" features Of
chines costing 50% MOM

—including the wash*
10 maks IV' X 17" COPSC

. Murray
Supply Co. —
208 Main

The Kovels' most recent books are "Know
Your Antiques," and
"Know Your Collectibles," both published by
Crown.)

.

753-3341
0

permitted to escape or it floors or tiled walls and
must be trapped. It can floors in bathrooms.
be pushed outside via an
Chlorine bleach, the
exhaust fan, vents or kind sold in grocery
even an open window or it stores, is effective. Use
can be captured via a one-half to one cup of the
dehumidifier.
bleach to a gallon of
Outside drainage must water. Rub, then rinse
be sufficient to keep with clear water and wipe
water from leaking into dry as quickly as possibasements through open- ble. Keep windows and
ings or porous materials. doors open until
In houses without everything is thoroughly
basements, the trouble is dry to the touch. Work
caused when moisture quickly on plastic and
arises from the ground in asphalt surfaces to avoid
crawl spaces. The spotting the surfaces.
remedy usually is to There are also some prospread a layer of ducts made just for
polyethylene plastic film removing mildew, but
or heavy roofing paper on read the label first to be
the ground in the crawl certain a product can be
space, keeping the edges used on the particular
airtight by overlapping material you are cleanthem and keeping them in ing.
place with sand.
Mildew on the outside
Inside the house, air of a house occurs for the
circulation is important same reasons it does inin clothes closets and doors. Therefore, avoid
other confined areas placing shrubbery too
susceptible to dampness. close to the house. After
Hang the clothes loosely rain, it keeps the wood or
so air can go around other house material
them. Be sure all clothing damp for a long time. It
is dry before it is hung in also prevents sun from
the closet. Air out the getting to the area.
closet frequently by opening the doors, especially
during continued wet
weather. Get a bag of one.
of the dehumidifying
agents that absorb
moisture, among them
silica gel, activated
alumina and calcium
chloride.
Most department and
Q. —The red bricks
hardware stores and
home centers carry around my fireplace are
them. Some persons burn turning gray. How can I
a small electric light con- clean them?
A. —Use detergent and
tinuously inside a closet
to prevent mildew, but if water. Muriatic acid and
this is done, you must be water, half and half, will
especially careful that work on bricks that resist
the bulb is a sufficient ordinary cleaning, but
distance from the this is only a lastditch
clothing to avoid the solution. If it is
danger of a fire. If you necessary, wear gloves
use one of the chemicals, and take all the precauread the instructions tions necessary when
carefully to determine working with a strong
whether the bags can be chemical. Before using
--dried-iind used again and —the munatic acid- Bolathe manner in which they tion, see whether your
hardware store or home
should be dried.
Sometimes, despite all center carries a product
your efforts, there are made for cleaning
musty odors on cement fireplace bricks.

Here's
the
answer

Copier on
the blink?

'CON AIRE' WATER SYSTEMS
• Checkers—with eight
skill levels of play!
• Color Backgammon—
combines strategy and
luck with fast-paced
action!
• Typing Tutor—helps you
learn or Improve typing
• Bingo Math—solve math
problems and score!
• Handyman—makes do-it• yourselfer's work easier

Men spend more on antiques, insists Ralph.
That's why items that
men collect — such as
mechanical banks and
toys, swords and guns —
stand to sell for high
prices.
Terry is not so sure that
men spend more. She's
keeping an open mind on
the subject.

ON THE s4.'"

more water and pressure

411111.0111111111111111i

ting to be collected all
over the United States.
Blue willow pattern
dishes are popular all
over, according to Terry.
Coming onto the collecting horizon now is dinnerware that was sold
new in the 1930s. Already
popular in many parts of
the country, but still less
expensive in the Midwest,
are more art deco style
objects.
As married, working
partners of long standing,
the Kovels share many
ideas. But the couple admit to some differences of
opinion.

Copy bOdi Wes, and usw
_most any lund of paper*
ducting overhead Ireneparenoes,and labels
Call us today.

1 NORTH 7TH
UMW
247-5912

REOPENING
THURSDAY,MARCH 4TH
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Then you must NT be CHECKING with Mil RIDERAil
Our CHECKING gotsIs ihslid la town because it offers you —
1.5Y4% Interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
.
ft's that simple and thatir

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!
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Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners

ANI)LOAN ASSOCIATION

r-LASSISAW-

Hwy.68& 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"

4644
14#0404,

Wilray Ledger & Times
NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY
A

Vacations for Two to ORLANDO
INCLUDES: 4DAYS--3 N HIS AiRAMADA—
est
INN DISNEY WORLD (T
OICE
Ramada)•R
AR • TWO
OF LIMOU
ISNEY WORLD*
DAYS EN
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (One FREE Tour) Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame, etc.

1
Three FREE.Vacations For 2(Week-end) \
at the Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne Lane, Louisville, Ky.
rri

Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the brand new "Cristy's".• Sunday
brunch for two • Use of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
lavish tropical landscaping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool, therapy pool,
sauna room,game room)• All taxes and gratuities • Friday evening thru
checkout time Sunday•Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).
çç

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS

s;0

$200 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
At

Peoples Bank & Bank of Murray
•

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

BE A WINNER!
Register at the businesses shown on the following pages

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS'

YOU API ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often os
you wish, ttse cawos portocipating business's displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clearly
print your noose, address and phone number on
the "YOUR CHANCE- provided by each pools,
pohng business and this Newspaper
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY, You must be on
adult (norms ore tended to one per adult - per
riot Employees of this Newspaper ore not
eligible to play
3. ENTER OFTEN. Them will be one or more won
nets each week The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries Sec• this program
11 strictly local in nature, the odds or• TOM
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
honwode pregrorn
4 EACH ENTRY most be on the -YOUR CHANCE"
REGISTRATION os provided, and must be legobly
written or hand printed, Moshe,* duplication
or nutchoncolly reproduced enures will be clie
stored void
5 THERE WILL SE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
MU Of THIS PEIOGRIJA
(A) Each week SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES will be given owoy (Total of
All winners
5500 00 too this Prow
must redeem this 1,OF hinnn. no toter than
7 days alter the offitiol otod of this Pro
gram

7

ill) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WIN.
NIPS will be selected from drawings during lost week of the program (All winners must use these vacations within 3
months after the end of the Program.)
,C. THREE VACATIONS FOR TWO (2), to
Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne Lane,
Ky.
Includes Candlelight dormer for two in
oh* brond new -Christy's Sundoy brunch
for two Use of all of the Florida forum
foalities surrounded by the lavish tropical
landscapong. (including diviag pest kiddie pool. 'horsey pool. soon° teem, iseime
room) All tortes and gratuities Friday
evening thou checkout time Sunday Clul,
dren under Ill free (when sharing room
with parents) These proms will be given
away at intervols during program
Dl IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be se/itched front
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
NO SUEISTITUTION Of PRIZES AUOWED. Un
clarmed prit•s will not be awarded All entries
become the property of this Newspoper and
non* wsll be returned
Some Trove' Doms and Vocntoons so
WO.1i1 Not Available
Some Dates oa Woe& end Vocations Not A•nol
iible

• ALL WINNERS WILL AI LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEER
• All WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEM PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OfFKE Of THIS NEWSPAPER /40
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUOLICATION Of TKIIII RESPECTIVE NAMES All PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY AN NOT TRANSFULAMII
MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE TTIIHR PRIZES WITHIN T141 TIME SPECIFIED

• wa*Paas

• Itegoster of the participating businesses shown on the following pages us many
s ,is you like No purr has., necessary lo win You must he le picas of age or
01.10, to vein

IPY AVAILABLE
a
4.

publoshed every week
• WINN/RS ARE NOT NOTIFIED Winners names well
it, the store's tolverloseisieril whir.. they won You oliu•t tend the cols every week
• mid address will
oe your
o I/I I• it woosr
you
to food out of y01.1 111.1VI. WOO
app.,ir in the calvioolisensent t.,tti you hove few cloys 10 nohly the newspaper
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SAVE
$$$$$$$$

ea;-Sa•

SALE

a.

10%
OFF

Something New!
At

Sirloin Stockade

$399

Served Monday
Thru Friday
5 P.M. Till Closing
All Day
Saturday and Sunday

Gay Huffman lost 16 pounds at
Diet Center, and, as she puts at,
"On somebody my size, that's a
lot' The kids used to make fun
of my weight and I know!
looked temble in mans or
shorts. Now I can wear
anything. I'm glad my doctor
recommended Diet Center. It'
Diet Center offers separate
programs for men, women and
youngsters who want to lose
weight
for good
CALL TODAY
FOR A FREE
INTRODUCTORY
CONSULTATION

JO.

It could change your life'
_a.

Ma
OTUAPIC PLAZA,
MUIMAY, 753-0542

La;

•No Shots •No Drugs
•No Contracts

766-2612

..ree
to.

10W40
Havoline Supreme

•••••••
-01/
S
-ow

5

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!

Qt.

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in Just 6 weeks! And we'll teach
you how to keep it off, for good'

••••

2619 H.C. MATHIS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-4386

..

••••

753-8604

4 titasticSarre

II .
DIET
CENTER •

CoasttoCoast

the original Family Haircutter

oot locatioos toast-to coast, and owe wear olio!

-

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sot. 11-10

753-0440

•

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS BRING IN A
COPY OF YOUR CHURCH BULLETIN and
we'll give yea 10%ff any hair core
sornice. We want yea to discover he
quality, service, coovelience and
vales at Fantastic Sass. WHERE YOU
NEVER NERD AN APPORMAINT.

Dinner Includes:
Homemade Hushpuppies,
White Beans, Cole Slaw
and Choice of Potato

S. 12th
isws.

for grownups!

ANY HAIR
CARE SERVICE

Boneless
Fish Fillet

Only

lif

t DIET
, . CENTER.
5E- "It isn't just

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
Central Center

Murray

Eva and Johnny Ho

753-0020
"The //
Village
641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Ask about our
Individual
Retirement Accounts.
We have all the
details to help you!

invite you to dine
Chinese and American
style in the pleasant
atmosphere of the
Dine In Or Carry Out

753-4488

S.

(LOCATED IN THE HOLIDAY INN)
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH MURRAY

Southern States

Winer
Deo Ova*
It. 7
Alm, Ky.
753-3711

Jackson &Perkins.

Come by and see
out large selection
of bridal bouquets.
Get an estimate for
all your wedding
flowers and ask
about our classes.

%

0
La.

*Peat Moss
*Top Soil
*Potting Soil

I
I

753-1423

l)iirIand Shopping
Center
753-9859

Industrial Rd.
-

MAIO—
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Murray, Ky.
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Dipped Leaves
36 Different Styles

1

$

95 Each

1

•

1

••
e
1\ •

1

•
•
••4
•
•••
•
•
•
•
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*Insecticides
.*Fertilizers
P. •

I

Levi's

In Stock Now

ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND PICD FOR YOU

Large Assortment Of
Genuine 24 Kt. Gold

1

(I.

MEN'S
LEVI

Ladies 7
Diamond Clusters

1

25
Ct. Reg. S437 S 248
Ct. Reg. S250 S

1 2

1

50

1 Ct. Reg. S875 S487

SHOES

All Wedding Bands

112

& Wedding Sets
1 / 2 Price
14 Kt. Gold Chains
18-1 695

•

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertiker

MEMBER FDIC

411.41:14,41,1.011.,:f

I •

BANK

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

/

Vegetable Seed

r

THE FRIENDLY

0,

0..1 '/

Roses 82"
24 Colors and Verities

BANK OF MURRAY

RESTAURANT

*Silk Flowers

Attention:
Spring Brides
$100 &wimp Cert.

150.00 War*
&main Cart.
Tian NA
Box 7101 Rapes
Norm, Ky.
767-4101

BUSINESS HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM-11 AM
LUNCH 11 AM-2 PM
DINNER 4 PM-10 PM

ilk F ower,

•

-a

All Other Gold Chains
Dinmnnd X Stnnr. Rinns Discounted

PRICE

o • 8 ivernc.

Wholesale Jeweler
111

•Silk Flowers

Olympic Plaza 753'7113
aoear..aneeir

--..2.641maimasitaammeoje40.\-eva211,1-L_L-,
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by kent forrester

at the movies

Nursery 11 Adults 159
2-26-82
Newborn Admissions
MIrgaret Wisehait and
Baby Boy, Ht. 1 Box 282,
1920). As a result, he Almo.
looks eternally foolish ior
Annette Owen and
worse, eternally per- Baby Boy, 1807 Sherry
nicious). John Reed was Lane.
a True Believer, and the
Felicia Rader and
daydreams of True Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Box 99,
Believers usually turn in- Springville, Tenn.
to nightmares for those
Dismissals
who turn up in their
Hilda G. Evitts, M4
dreams.
Southside Manor, Jerry
Reds is a rough GP. It D.Carroll, Rt. 6, Markise
contains two fairly ex- D. Foster, 402 North
plicit, though very Cherry, Tammera K.
fleeting and dark, scenes Bennett and Baby Girl,
of sexual intercourse, 827 Paris Rd., Mayfield,
with a fleeting and dark Mary M. Paterson and
shot of one of Keaton's Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Connie
G 1 illy and Baby Boy,
breasts.

Reds is good, but contains flaw

14

Reds, Warren Beatty's
three-and-a-half-hour
movie about John Reed,
an American communist,
is a very good movie.
Perhaps even a great
one. But it has a serious
flaw. Let me talk about
its virtues first.
The strongest element
in Reds is its historical
setting in Greewich
Village in 1916-1917 and in
Petrograd (now Leningrad)in 1917 and 1920.
In New York the intellectual avant-garde are busying themselves with
communism, socialism,
and anarchism; in Russia
the seething proletariat
are taking to the streets.
This is a fascinating
period in U.S. and Russian history, and it's surprising that it hasn't been
used by moviemakers
more often.
What an interesting
cast these young idealists
make — these journalists, painters,
playwrights, novelists,
and assorted professional
intellectuals. This was
the era of the famous
communist periodical,
The New Masses, a time
of talk and dialectic and
resolutions and meetings
and squabbles. Of Harvard intellectuals talking
about The Laboring Man

as if he were some kind of
noble savage. Of ferment
and change. Ideology by
the bucketfuls.
Max Eastman,editor of
The New Masses, is
there. As is the fabulous
Emma, Goldman, the
anarchist, feminist and
communist sympathizer,
who had the integrity to
denounce the Russian
Revolution when it turned
sour. And Big John
Heywood of the I.W.W. is
there. ("Which side are
you on? Which side are
you on?") Later on, in
Petrograd, Lenin shows
up. And so does Trotsky.
And John Reed is there,
taking it all down, sending back articles to The
New Masses, marching
through icy streets in
front of the Winter
Palace. "Bliss it was in
that dawn to be alive,"
Wordsworth once wrote
about his youthful enthusiasm for the French
Revolution. That's the
impression left that the
episodes in New York and
Petrograd. "Bliss it was
in that dawn to be alive."
The documentary
segments, consisting of
film clips of old people
who had actually known
Reed and the others, are
innovative and absorbing. Whoever had the idear

of locating and filming
these old people deserves
some kind of Academy
Award. These backward
glances, reviving old
scandals and controlversies, not only add an extra dimension to Reds,
but they also serve the
legitimate historical
function of preserving
important first-hand accounts of a significant era
in American history.
Unfortunately, the
movie fails to identify the
old people while they're
speaking. I was only able
to recognize two of them
— George Jessel and
Henry Miller (who
puckishly speaks "the
word" that got him into
as much trouble when it
appeared in print). Two
old English women — I
wish I knew who they
were — are absolutely
wonderful.
Now for the major problem with Reds. The
center of the film is the
relationship between
John Reed (played by
Warren Beatty) and
Louise Bryant (played by
Diane Keaton). Sadly,
that relationship is unmoving and
uninteresting. The
characters have no real
depth. I believe I know
-why. Both are political

Hospitul dismisses patients

idealogues who den' in
abstractions, not flesh
and blood, who know
what's best for
the
masses" without really
knowing any of the
masses. It's difficult to
"know" a character, and
even harder to empathize
with him, when you never
see him helping a person
to his feet; you only see
him talking about helping.
I had a curious feeling
as I watched Reds, a kind
of double vision. What all
of these idealists and intellectuals were working
for was, of course, a communist state. But from
Veterinary practiour superior vantage
Murray State Universipoint in 1982, we know ty's second annual Swine tioners, swine producers
that all of their bright Health Day is scheduled and industry personnel
dreams of a classless, Saturday, March 6, in the may benefit from experhumane 'society turned new University Center.
tise which will be
into the horrors of the
Swine Health Day is available at the contotalitarian Russian sponsored by Murray ference. The following
police state. Our vantage State and the Kentucky speakers will share their
point in John Reed's Veterinary Medical professional experience:
future makes him and Association in an effort to
Dr. David H. Bache,
Louise Bryant look mere- improve swine producin the Departprofessor
ly silly and naive.
tion techniques and pro- ment of
Agricultural
Wordsworth eventually fits.
Economics,
Purdue
recanted his youthful enThe one-day conference
thusiasm for the French is among activities of the University. Bache's arRevolution, and Emma Swine Health Improve- ticles in swine magazines
Goldman finally turned ment Plan (SHIP),a joint include advice for proher back on the Russian effort by the university ducers wanting to imRevolution. But John and veterinarians to prove their record keepReed died too soon to re- sharpen production skills ing and management
cant. (He died and was in response to current skills.
Dr. H. Neil Becker, proburied in the Kremlin ernnnffile conditions.

1806A Monroe.
Sandra L Agee, 1406
McFadden, Paris, Tenn.,
Edward A. Hall, Rt. 2,
Marie A. Hubbard, Rt. 1,
Camden, Tenn., J. T.
Phillips, Rt. 2, Corey A.
Gibbons, Rt. 2, Camden,
Tenn., Betty J. Braboy,
E2 Fox Meadows.
Lucretia F. Thompson,
1600 Catalina, Joy P.
Underhill, Rt. 5, Laura
Helen Boyer, 2108 Iowa
St., Granite City, Ill.,
Charles Hosford, Jr., 203
Wilson, Paris, Tenn.,
Murrelle H. Ryan, 1213
Dogwood, Fred W. Hirtzel, A27 Fox Meadows.
Charlotte M. Foy, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Merl Maxine
Starks, Rt. 2, Hazel, Joe

M. Mann, 909 Vine,
Fulton, Beverly K. Da' s,
Rt. 3, Mayfield,Edwin
Thompson, 513 South 13th
St., Brenda C. Warren,
Rt. 1, Sedalia.
William Hoyt Like, Rt.
8, Murray, Robert S.
Jackson, Rt. 1, Dover,
Tenn., John F. Goodwin,
Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn., Carl
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton,
Dona Adams, 801 Story,
Lucille M. Cowan, Rt. 6.
Come E. Shelton, 106
Foster, Mayfield, Oleter
Leffler, P.O. Box 28,
Hazel, James B. Happy,
1622 Loch Lomond, Olen
P. Judd, Rt. 6, James E.
Ray, Box 161, Hazel,
Thelma M. Grogan (expired), Rt. 1, Hardin.

on.

Swine heolth day scheduled at Murroy State
fessor in the College of
Veterinary Medicine,
University of Florida,
Gainesville. Becker, an
Illinois native, is a
veterinarian and served
previously on the Illinois
clinical staff and in
private practice.
Dr. Allen Leman,
veterinarian and professor in the Department
of Clinical Science, College of Veterinary
Medicine, University of
Minnesota. In addition to
his teaching and
research, Leman is an experienced swine herd
health consultant.
The conference will
open at 9 a.m. and con-

tinue through 4 p.m.
Questions will be encouraged throughout the
program.
Registration is $25, including lunch, and the
conference offers 6 hours
of continuing education
credit.
Additional information
may be obtained by
telephoning (502) 8863959. Registration may be
mailed to Dr. Charles E.
Herren, Service
Veterinarian, Murray
State University
Veterinary Diagnostic
and Research Center,
P.O. Box 2000,
Hopkinsville, Ky.,42240.
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Not Every
$69 Mattress
Is Alike...
We Invite You To Come In and
Compare Our $69 Spring ...kir
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EVERY
WAGE EARNER
CAN SAVE
TAX
DOIXARS

d
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202 S. 5sii 753-4872

AN Sizes

Moa.-Sat
753-9514

Purdom's Inc.

Canvas *say tow
$19.50 All Sins
GaS $1.10 ca
Fertilizer $5.00
Plastic (3 Mil)14-31k,

t

SOLD IN SETS ONLY

PEOPLES ,BANK
KY.
MURRAY
Member FDIC
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Buchanan Feed
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Plant Bed
Supplies

Th

See Us Today For All
$69
Twin.

Check Our Prices

SILK FLOWER
WEDDINGS
"LASTING AND
LOVING"

Sale

Bulk
Garden
Seeds
and Plants
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Murray, Ky.
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Cooper makes oll-frosh

Western,Sun Belt
express mutual
interest in move

Morehead State coaches
honored by conference

•

el'sr

Ledger & Times

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) - Although
several steps remain to be taken, it appears that
Western Kentucky University is well on the way to
becoming a member of the Sun Belt Conference.
Western Kentucky, a charter member of the Ohio
Valley Conference, announced over the weekend
that it was interested in leaving the OVC and joining
the six-team Sun Belt, a league whose main sport is
basketball. Unlike the OVC, the Sun Blt does not
compete in football.
Sun Belt Conference Commissioner Wic Bubas
and representatives of five league scholia were in
Bowling on Monday to discuss the proposed
Western Kentucky transfer.
Afterwards, all sides seemed to agree that
Western faces no serious obstacles in transferring
by next season.
"I don't thing there are any major stumbling
LAST WORD-Calloway County basketball coach Chic Nute contemplates
said Western Kentucky President Dr.
blocks,"
a lineup alteration in a pre-tournament game. Tonight his Lakers play MurDonald W. Zacharias. "There are many things that
ray in the first round of the District 4 Tournament (8 p.m.) at Murray State's
we have to offer them."
Racer Arena.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
However, Bubas noted, the Sun Belt's current
members must discuss the matter individually and
then in a conference meeting.
"It's hard to discuss the timetable," Bubas said.
"This gives campus representatives an opportunity
to ask further questions and gives Western an opportunity to ask them."
Added Bubas: "A matter of this importance
needs the proper study of both groups. If we did not
have a serious interest in Western Kentucky, we
By AUSTIN WILSON
would not be here."
hilt, 14-12 and 7-11, in the
26-ga1 grind had left his
Earlier,a conference spokesman in Birmingham,______
AP Sports Writer
tourntment opener
players fatigued.
Ala., explained the visit would acquaint conference
LEXINGTON, Ky. earlier Wednesday.
"That's all mental," he officials -with all aspects of the university, and
(AP)- Coach Bob Boyd
`We're playing one of
said. "Our team isn't after the visit, the conference will have a special
said he doesn't believe in---the teams we were able to
tired physically, and
meeting to determine what future plans are apfairy tales, so he's nt$ beat during the year," he.
isn't tired mentally."
propriate."
telling any to his said.
Kentucky's game,
If accepted, Western Kentucky would join current
Mississippi State basketIn the three touragainst the Auburn- members Jacksonville, Alabama-Birmingham,
ball team as it prepares naments held since the
Kentucky has lost only they are fortunate enough Mississippi State winner South Alabama, Virginia Commonwealth, South
to play Wednesday night SEC revived the post- 47 games at home since to beat Auburn, they will is the final game of Florida and North Carolina-Charlotte.
in the Southeastern Con- season conference 1943.
When the Sun Belt was born four years ago,
face the almost impossi- Thursday's irourgame
ference- basketball tour-- playoffs, Mississippi
"most of their teams were located in large cities,"
"There's no way we ble task of beatirrg Ken- schedule.
named.
State is winless.
can beat Kentucky -at tucky at Lexington."
Alabama meets said Zacharias. "Bowling Green is not a large city.
"For us to go through
Boyd said that being Lexington," Boyd salt- But he said he and his Georgia at noon on Thurs- But we have great community support. You ean be
four games, win the SEC matched against Auburn
Mississippi State did players are still eager to day, and LSU plays located in a -major city and be in competition with
tournament, go to the lets his players believe upset Kentucky at get it going.
Mississippi in another professional sports, which we're not."
Regardless of the Sun Belt's decision, Zacharias
NCAA is a myth," he they have a chance to Starkville this season.
"It would seem that our afternoon game.
said that Western Kentucky is "going to review the
said.
notch that initial con- But Boyd didn't mention team, being one that sort
Tennessee, co - football issue."
"I'm not going to bull a ference tournament vic- that.
of struggled all year,
Western has long been a football power in the
champions
with Kenkid and tell him that."
tory.
"Right now, we're try- would be glad to see this
OVC,
a Division I-AA conference. But the Hilltoptucky,
meets
the
Mississippi State, 8-18
A victory would send ing to beat Auburn and season over,"ne said.
pers would apparently become an independent in
Vanderbilt-Florida
winoverall and 4-14 in the Mississippi State against get our first tournament
"But that's not so.
football if the school joins the Sun Belt.
ner prior to the Kentucky
SEC,finished ninth in the SEC co-champion Ken- victory," he said. '
_
We're Woking forward to
game.
conference race and tucky in the second round
He said he wouldn't it.
Along with Mississippi
plays Auburn, 13-13 and 7- on Thursday. Kentucky want his players to look
for one, am glad
11, in the second game of hasn't lost at home since past that and dream of we're going to play some State and Auburn, Kentucky is bracketed with
the opening night.
a 1-point defeat by Duke national championships.
more."
Last-place Florida, 5-21 in the NCAA playoffs in
"They're realistic," he
He said he isn't using a LSU and Ole Miss. Tenand 2-16, meets Vander- March, 1980.
said. "They know that if ''second-season" ap- nessee is bracketed with
Vanderbilt, Florida,
proach to motivate his
Alabama
and Georgia.
players.
eaz.
sausgiWw
ieuir
ege
irsatualas
three positions and edged
"I don't believe in gimSemifinals are schedulBy TOM CANA VAN
micks," he said. "Every ed on Friday, with the
Associated Press Writer Minnesota and
game is a new one."
championship game to be
Preseason favorite Georgetown, D.C., in that
Nor
did
he
feel
that
the
played
on
Saturday.
North Carolina, which order, for the No.6 posi111445%ut
reigned over the elite of tion. The Vandals had 766
college basketball from points - 32 more than the
SNt'
-=lb
the beginning of the Gophers, who were rankII
season until late January, ed 13th last week when
once again rules the they downed Big Ten
Associated Press poll rival Iowa. The Hoyas of
following
a week of Georgetown, 23-6 after
NEW YORK (AP) The telecast of this
w
-J
ABC has extended its year's Derby Saturday, upsets among the na- victories over Providence
television coverage of the May 1, at Churchill tion's Top Twenty teams. and Connecticut, were
a
A dozen members of another 10 points back at
Kentucky Derby with a Downs will run during
last week's Top Twenty, 724.
new six-year contract 4:30-6 p.m.,EDT-__
West Virginia, now 24Racks 8, Stacks Of Goodyear Tires
including then top-ranked
that runs through 1987, it
and Tulsa, ranked
2,
was announced jointly
In addition, the an- Virginia, lost at least one
Value Priced For All Your
last week when it
eighth
game
during
the
week.
Monday by Roone nouncement said ABC
by Bradley in
upset
was
Driving Needs
Arledge, president of Sports has acquired the West Virginia, ranked
rounded
out the
overtime,
4
4141,
G00DAsixth
at
the
time,
also
saw
ABC Sports, and Lynn coverage rights of the
23-game winning Top Ten. The Mounits
Stone,
president
of
ChurDerby
Trial
Stakes
and
GOODAT.IR
streak - the longest in taineers got 617, while the
chill Downs,Inc.
the Kentucky Oaks.
the country - end Golden Hurricane had 565
TIRE
to nip both Iowa (562) and
against Rutgers.
North Carolina, ranked Fresno State (560) for
second last week, col- 10th place.
Memphis State slipped
811
ire
lected 36 of 60 first-place
slots to No.13
three
votes in the balloting by
nationwide panel of following a loss to red-hot
sports writers and broad- Louisville, and was
BUY!
casters Monday. The Tar followed by Arkansas,
Heels, 24:2 following vic- -Kentucky, Wake Forest,
tories over Georgia Tech Arlene State, Alabama,
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C.7
and Duke last week, pick- UCLA and AlabamaP21575R15 Whitewc;l1)
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Plus 1.67 F.E.T.
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Bargain water heaters cost
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more to operate because
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with
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heating cycle. They're also
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Power Streak
8- 87813 White
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35.0 1.80
Power Streak
out of your pocket.
12 E78-14 White
longest major winning Louisiana State.
39.0 2.35
Power Streak
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Conservationiste electric
Streak
42.00
2.54
Power
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water heater. The initial
following
its 47-46 loss at
18 178-15 White
Power Streak 44.00 2.79
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expensive in the long run
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The Top Twenty teams 60 -Tk
energy efficient :thanks to
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NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)- Morehead State's
men's and women's
basketball coaches have
been named coaches of
the year in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Wayne Martin, who
guided the Eagle men's
team into the OVC
playoffs this season, tied
with Tennessee Tech's
Tom Deaton for top
honors among the men.
And Mickey Wells, who
guided Morehead 's
womens team to an 18-8
record and a third-place
OVC finish, was voted
tops among the women
mentors. She also won the
coaching award in 1979.
The Nashville-based
athletic conference,
which includes nine college teams in Kentucky,
Tennessee and Ohio, also
announced on Monday its
freshman All-OVC men's
and women's teams.
_ Deaton and Martin,
who tied in polling'ofIh-eleague's coaches, lead
squads that rebounded
from disappointing
records last year.
Tech, 12-14 and 8-8 in
the league, improved on
last year's record by six
games. Martin's
Morehead -State -rose
from an 11-15 record to a
17-9 overall mark this
year.
Among freshman AllOVC choices, selected by conference coaches,
Austin Peay guard Pat
Day was the top votegetter on the men's team,
while Middle Tennessee's
Jennifer McFall and
Western Kentucky's
Lillie Mason topped the
women's list.
Day, a 6-foot-1 guard
from Louisville, Ky.,
averaged 9.6 points per

game as a college rookie
and started in 21 of 26
Austin Peay games.
Mason, a 6-2 forward
from Olmstead, Ky., was
the OVC's second-leading
women's scorer at 17.9
points per game for the
Lady Hilltoppers.
McFall, a 6-foot forward
from Columbia, Tenn.,
was tied for third in scoring with 17 points per
game for the Blue
Raiders.
Joining Day on the
men's team are Tennessee Tech's Carlton
Clarington, a 6-3 guard
from Perry, Ga.; Lonnie

Boone, a 6-5 forward from
Perry; Youngstown
State's Troy Williams, a
6-7 forward from Akron,
Ohio; and Easterni Kentucky's Fred Emerson, a
6-7 forward from Independence,Ky.
Behind Mason and
McFall on the women's
team are Murray State's
6-foot forward Sharon
Cooper from Memphis,
Tenn.; Western Kentucky's Gina Brown, a 6foot forward from
Louisville, Ky.; and Tennessee Tech's Dee Davis,
a 5-foot-8 guard from
Wheeling, W.Va.

SEC tournament begins Wednesday

State's Boyd feeds no bull to his Bulldogs

Tor Heels rule poll
after week of upsets
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Fame is fame for Series loser '

-

Loser overcomes image
other person was Lefty
Williams of the 1919
Chicago White Sox, but
my record was more
outstanding.
"Williams did it in
eight games and I did it in
six . and, besides,
Williams was later
banished from baseball
for throwing the 1919
Series to the Cincinnati
Over the winter, he Reds.
inundated
found himself
"I was trying, and
with an inordinate
Williams wasn't."
number of speaking
One might have imengagements although
agined that the handsome
his fame was negative — 6-foot-5, 200-pound right"goat" of the 1981 World hander from Tulsa,
Series.
Okla., spent the cold off"I started every speesh
season months brooding
by telling the audience
over his three losses to
that I was the man who
the Los Angeles Dodgers
lost three games in a
in 1981.
single World Series — a
Nothing was farther
modern record," he said.
from the case.
"I explained I was the
''Aw, sometimes, I
second in all of baseball would be sitting at the
history to do it and the dinner table and suddenly

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
FORT LAUDERDALE,
Fla. (AP) — George
Frazier, one of the new
young aces of the New
York Yankee pitching
staff, has discovered that
fame is fame regardless
of how it is achieved.

SIDELINED — Finding a replacement for point
guard Velvet Jones (II) won't be easy for the Lady
Tigers when they battle Calloway County tonight
(6:30 p.m.) at Murray State's Racer Arena.

Tonight's contest will be the first game of the
District 4 Tournament. Jones broke her left arm in
the Lady Tigers' final game of the season last
Saturday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Frazier said he didn't
brood over the personal
disaster because
everybody from owner
George Stethbrenner to
the most vociferous fan
had joined in lending encouragement.
"Mary was tremendous," he said. "She held
up well until the sixth
game when the Dodgers
clinched the Series. Some
woman sitting near the
wives' box rose and said
in a loud voice,'My God,I
can't believe he lost
again.'

-Then Mary burst into
tears. I didn't know that
until she told me in
November. She was dryeyed and smiling when
she hugged me after•the
game."
The young pitcher said
the winter doldrums were
further eased when his
wife bore him his second
child, Brian, in
December.
"A thing like that can
make you forget all your
other miseries," he said.
Frazier has another boy,
Matthew,242.
Thrown into the World
Series in his first year as
a Yankee middle
reliever, did not pitch
badly overall but was the
final victim of some
dinky Dodger hits and
loose Yankee fielding.
"It wasn't pressure,"
he said. "I was more nervous against Oakland."

•

Valenzuela becomes highest paid
second-year man in baseball history

Sports at a glance
College
basketball

burst out, `Losing three
games — how did I do it?'
"But my wife, Mary,
always would stop me
and say, 'Forget it,
honey. It's in the past.
You were just unlucky.
You'll make it up.'
"I will, too. I've got 17
years to do it."

Jean Phillips
Lois Smith
Sue lax
Hire led. Series INC
Jean Phillips
Pat Hesselrode
....
Geraldine Myers
High Averages
Pat 14esselrode
less Smith
•
Nancy Todd
Sue I AZ
Jean Paillips
Mary Routt
Peggy Shoemaker
Hilda BenneU
lade Haws
Pew &Mar.

192
176
476

unable to reach an agreement with representatives of the 21-year-old
left-hander.
Terms were not announced, but the Dodgers
said in a statement that
Monday night, Fer- the contract calls for
nando Valenzuela, the on- Valenzuela to become the
ly player ever to win the highest-paid second-year
Cy Young and Rookie of major leaguer in history.
the Year awards in the
In other training camp
same season, became the news:
highest-paid second-year
— Pitcher Doyle Alexplayer in baseball history— ander will be fined for
without his approval,
failing to report to the
On the day spring train- San Francisco Giants'
ing officially opened, the camp but General
Los Angeles Dodgers an- Manager Tom_Haller said
nounced they have the club hasn't decided on
renewed Valenzuela's the amount yet. Alexcontract after they were ander, the team's top
By The Associated Press
Last season, it was
simply Fernandomania.
This time around, it has
turned into F'ernando's
money mania.
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First Round
American U. 44, Lehigh 56
La Salle SI, Bucknell 72
Roblin 71, Lafayette 44,0T
Drexel 49, Delaware 45
Metro Atlantic Conference
First Round
LOS ANGELES (AP) of boillag water on her Romanov of Romania, 6Iona 69, Army 53
Fairfield 61, Manhattan 55
-- Tracy Austin, the top left arm and stomach 4, 6-2; Pam Teeguarden
NAM
seed in the $150,000 Avon Saturday night. She said defeated Ann HenDistrict 5
Semifinals
Championships of Los she could not play dricksson 6-4, 6-0; Kate
75
Franklin Pierce 82. Thomas Coll
Angeles, was forced to because the burns on her Latham outlasted Eva
District6 .
First Round
Pfaff of West Germany,
withdraw from the arm were too painful.
Coll.°, Charleston 70. Limestone 61
2-6, 7-5, 6-4; Leigh Anne
women's tennis tournaDistrict 8
Championship
In first-round action, Thompson topped Julie
ment because of first and
Paul Quinn 101, Texas Wesleyan 96
second degree burns suf- eighth-seeded Sue Barker Harrington 6-7, 6-2, 6-1;
District 9
Championship
fered when boiling water of Britain, was upset by Bonnie Gadusek whipped
Oklahoma Chris. 73. Okla.Baptist 69
TAMPA. Fla. 1AP) —
was spilled on her over Claudia Kohde of West Helena Sukova of
District 10
Driessen evidently
Dan
AnSemifinals
7-5;
6-3,
Germany,
6-4,
6-2,
Czechoslovakia,
the weekend.
Marymount 50, SW Kansas 42
has his first base job
Kathy
topped
Leand
drea
and
Ann
Kiyomura
a
said
19,
Austin,
District 13
to
First Round
restaurant employee ac- Rinaldi 7-5, 7-5; JoAnne eliminated Candy back, but he still wants
Moorhead St 77, St.John's, Mum.59
leave the Cincinnati
Lucia
beat
6-1.
Russell
Reynolds
6-1,
pot
a
dropped
cidentally
Concordia-Moor $3, Minn.-Duluth 73
Reds.
District 15
Semifinals
Driessen, who asked to
Briar Cliff 59. Dordt 57
traded last season
be
14
District
Semifinals
when Johnny Bench
Ito Western*, Avila 82
games last week. He now became the starting first
Rockhurst 72, Drury 66
MONTREAL (AP) — the Week award.
District 17
has 82 goals and 99 assists baseman, reported to
21-yearthe
Gretzky,
who
Wayne Gretzky,
Semifinals
for
181 points, both
Henderson St.61, Ouachita 52
shattered the National old Edmonton Oilers
S.A rka nsas 41, Cent Arkansan 39
records.
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who
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Semifinals
for goals in a season, and Esposito's mark of 76
LaRoche 55, Pitt-Bradford 53
after
he scored four goals
last
a
in
season
goals
rookie Neal Broten of the
Westminster 40, Point Park 37
District 19
Minnesota North Stars Wednesday against Buf- and had 11 points in four
First Round
were named co-winners falo, had six goals and contests during the same
Liberty Baptist 81, Lincoln, Pa 63
Hampton Inst. 91, Ca brini 44
of the league's Player of four assists in three period.
District 20
First Round
Quincy 80,St.Xavier 54
Chicago St. 69.111 Wesleyan 63
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-— —
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Tennis

winner last year, claims
the Giants have agreed to
improve his contract.
Although Haller said
that "nothing is imminent" in the way of a
trade, Manager Frank
Robinson said, "This is
the last year of his (Alexander's) contract and
we're not going to be able
to sign him, so we might
as well try to get
•
something for him."
— Slugger George
Foster donned a New
York Mets' uniform for
the first time and
predicted his presence in
the lineup, along with
Dave Kingman and Ellis
Valentine, will improve

the club's pitching.
"The pitchers will
benefit with me and Dave
and Ellis in the lineup
knowing they don't have
to pitch a shutout every
time," Foster said.
— And on the first official day of spring training, California Manager
Gene Mauch cut the
Angels' workout short ...
because they looked
tired.
sc
t
"We have-—ikin
many swings, the player
were suffering from arm
weariness during the last
hour' said Mauch,
whose Angels began
working out last Thursday.
—

Redi'Driessen keeps first, wants trade

Hockey

training camp Monday
and said he hadn't changed his mind.
"When I say anything,I
mean it," Driessen said.
Driessen and the rest of
the Reds' regulars joined
pitchers and catchers for
the first full-squad
workout Monday. Only

shortstop Dave Concepcion was missing. Concepcion was expected to
join the club today.
Although it would appear that Driessen's starting job is safe with
Bench now playing third
base, the 10th-year
veteran._ staid he isn't

counting on anything in
1982.
"One thing is for sure
I'm certainly not going t
take anything for grante,
until I see what is going to
happen," Driessen said.
"I just have to get as
ready as I can. Mentally.
I can take it. I just must
get my body in shape."__
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(API - Here are
the ranked teams in Kentucky boys'and
girls' high school basketball, with firstplace votes in parentheses, records and
total points .

Boys
22-2 153
1.Les Bryan Station 151
212 149
2-North Hardin
25-2 148
3.V irgie(3
254 124
4.Laurel Co
254 103
*.Mason Co
20-4 102
6.Shelby Co
21-3 99
7.Lou Male
20-4 68
I.Lou Iroquois
22-4 68
9.Lex Henry Clay
23-3 59
10.Carlisle Co
22-5 54
Co
lin
11.Frank
26-1 If
12 Chiffon Co
25-2 44
13.Grayson Co
224 43
14 Boyd Co
174 34
15 LouSt Xavier
27-3 32
II Hughes-Kirk
23-4 31
17 Owensboro
174 25
18 Paducah Tilghman
22-5 21
19.Rowan Co
20-5 20
20 Pulaski Co
Ashland, I.ou
Also receiving votes
Ballard, 1.ou Doss, Fairview,
Frankfort, Henderson Co, Fort Thomas
Highlands, Johnson Central, I,ou
Manual, Middlesboro, Lou Southern,
Union Co 1 ou Valley

.
•
.
•
•
•
.
•

Girls
13-4 148
1.Lou Mercy Academy (
374 137
3.Boon•C,o
36-2 135
2.Franklin Co
24-3 112
4.Marshall Co
23-4 III
5.Shelby Co
24-4 1011
4.Len Henry Clay
31-1 104
7.Elimbethlown
lee
8.Warren East
9 Warren Central
a
"
/
44
20 Laurel Co
21-4 OS
11 Fkft Western Hills
12 Webster Co
13.Todd Central
174 N
1146
M
14.Lou Southern
17-2 42
15 Ohio Co
16-4 411
16.Barren Co
194 26
17 Corbin
184 a
18 Whitley Co
28-4 27
19.Belfry
194 M
20. Rowan Co
Allen Central,
Also receiving votes
Assumption,
Lou
Ashland,
Allen Co,
Auburn, Lou Butler, Cumberland,
Daviess Co, East Carter, Garrard-Co,
Lou Moore, Muhlenberg ,Cent, Sheldon
1:lark, Ica Tales ('reek, Washington Co

R
BEDWETTE
DRY BED
LET THEM HAVE A

The greetest gtfl you can glvii • bedwithin and the rest of the
Menify. too, Is an end to Oils serlous problem, and make no
wiletske, bedwetting is serious II can cause compticatad psychological problems that last • lifetime It a so needless because bedwetting, when not canned by organk defect or
disease, can be ended Send for our tree brochure,'Bedwetting
—What Its AN About and How To End IC a report by two
medical doctors No Mitigation.
"Equally Effective for Adults"

For work or play. No matter what you need to go truckin, we have di
tough, dependable Toyota Truck-for you.-Each with the fuel efficiency** and
Toyota Total Economy that make driving easy on your wallet...and the carlike comforts and smooth ride that make driving easy on you. Choose froIrt
Diesels,6-foot Standard Beds,7-foot Long Beds, Deluxe and sporty SAS
models, and 4-Wheel Drives. Come in today and drive home a Toyota Trick.
COMPARE FEATURE FOR FEATURE,YOU WOW!'FIND A.BETTEii
VALUE ON THE ROAD TODAY.

TOYOTA

20204 to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD
311 Forst Sweet/M.1(0,o oil 544,
P•REN4 s NAME
ADDRESS

441.sio
Pawn
WINE

ZIP

C119
PHONE
• Pocthc Inter•at.or,a. Ltd

9711

50j I

AGE
A9.

WE HELP SOME DOCTORS CHILDREN

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Hatcher Auto Sales
51556. 12th

753-4961

Murray, Ky.
•

1101011111111111000***AmbiPww*.mplwo--m-e•mem-m'

)PY AVAILABLE
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Maureen Reagan asserts her own candidacy

COAXING — A Washington, D.C. firefighter attempts to coax a golden
retreiver from a second-story window ledge, as the dog was perched about a
busy downtown intersection during afternoon rush-hour. A crowd on the street
below shouted for the dog to stay put while the rescue was organized.
(AP Laserphoto)

Ford opposes aid cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — be able to continue their programs have some
Sen. Wendell Ford, D- education if thesed cuts waste and abuse," Ford
Ky., told a group of go through," Ford said said. "But to believe that
it is so prevalent that we
University of Kentucky Monday.
student government
"The administration's can cut 56 percent of the
representatives that he budget would deny aid to funds without seriously
could not support propos- an estimated 1.9 million jeopardizing the ability of
ed massive cuts in stu- students in the next all but the wealthy to atdent financial aid.
school year. It would tain higher education is
The UK students were completely eliminate simply naive and illamong an estimated 5,000 graduate and profes- informed."
students in Washington to sional students from
protest President guaranteed student loan
Meeting with Ford
Reagan's proposed 1983 eligibility," he said.
were Britt Brockman,
budget and its 56 percent
Administration of- president of the Universireduction in student ficials cite frequent delin- ty of Kentucky Student
financial aid.
quency in repayment of Association; Bobby
"There is a feeling of student loans as a major Clark, association vice
near desperation among reasotfiCit the proposed president, and students
student leaders in Ken- cut.
Willard Dupree, Nadine
tucky and elsewhere as to
"I am sure that even Wright and Louis Straub
how many students will the student financial aid IL

MONTEREY, Calif. Reagan, says he can't
(AP) — Maureen think of a single qualificaReagan's Irish temper tion his niece has to be a
flares whenever someone senator. He is serving as
suggests she is riding on campaign co-chairman
her father's coattails in for one of her rivals, San
her campaign for the U.S. Diego Mayor Pete
Senate, or she may drop " Wilson.
out of the race.
"I don't look with favor
But those questions on kids riding on their
come up often as the tall, father's coattails," Neil
forceful 41-year-old Reagan says.
daughter of President
The president says he is
Reagan criss-crosses neutral, citing a long
California seeking sup- policy of avoiding enport for the June 8 dorsements in contested
Republican primaries.
Republican primary.
She is fourth in polls of ,Ms. Reagan's mother, acthe seven-way race led by tress Jane Wyman,is one
Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr. of the largest conto succeed retiring tributors to her
Republican Sen. S.I. daughter's financially
Hayakawa. She is next to struggling campaign.
Although Ms.. Reagan
last in funds with just
$3,438 for a primary cam- travels with a small enpaign in which three tourage of Secret Service
rivals have raised bet- agents who guard the
ween ;500,000 and $1 president's close
relatives, her campaign
million each.
Her candidacy has split is informal. Her husband,
the Reagan family. The Dennis Revell, is campresident's brother, Neil paign coordinator. She is

on a first-name basis with
her agent-guards. She
clearly has a good time
campaigning, and is not
averse to stunts.
At the California
Republican Party convention, for example, she
rented an elephant to
parade in front of the convention hotel with a
-Maureen" banner, giving rides to children.
A former actress and
talkshow hostess who
now heads a company
developing export
markets for American
firms, Ms. Reagan is a
dynamic, animated
speaker who stirs up
crowds with campaign
speeches reminiscent —
both in style and content
— of her father.
Like her father, she is
an engaging story-teller
and holds the attention of
her audiences even when
-she fails to win converts.
While her six
Republican rivals clamor

to see who can most
closely identify himself
with the president's name
and programs, or who
can trace his political
support for Reagan back
to the earliest date, Ms.
Reagan rarely mentions
her father's name.
"I don't have to,"she
jokes in mock coyness.
When she does refer to
her father, she often uses
joking phrases such as "a
certain relative of mine
who lives in government_
housing in the East."
Politically, she Ondorses her father's
economic and foreign
policies and his "new
federalism" plan to turn
federal social and programs back to the states
and local governments.
"Our goal (is) that by
the end of the 1980s, we
aren't going to have a
welfare program in this
country; we're going to
have a job program," she
says. "(We need) public

service jobs for welfare
grants,job training,
private enterprise zones,
everything we can do to
break tile cycle of
dependency that this
government has foisted
on the American people.
"This is our destiny ...
and it may be our only
chance. This may be be
the last moment that the.
American people are willing to sacrifice, to build
the kind of political and
economic system we.__
must hive to survive in
this decade and the
next."
But she is decidedly to
his left on some issues.
She is an outspoken advocate of the Equal
Rights Amendment, a
champion of abortion
rights and a proponent of
gun control, putting her
at odds with not only her
father, but also the conservative leadership of
the California Republican
Party.

Investigators uncover tight air traffic situation

morning session in Room preservice competencies
ACRES was founded in
240 of the Special Educa- and core curriculum, May, 1981, by a group of
tion Building.
issues and options for individuals concerned
Congressman Watkins teenage and adult han- with the unique problems
Speakers for 'the will speak on "The Role dicapped individuals, and of rural students needing
leadership conference of ACRES in Changing recruitment and reten- special services.
will include Raphael Sim- Rural America" at the tion of personnel to serve Members incluile personches, special assistant in Friday morning session rural handicapped nel from local and state
the assistant secretary's at the same location.
children.
education agencies, inSponsored __by the office of the U.S. Office of
Participants in the
Topics to be addressed termediate education
American Council on Special Education and
leadership conference at the ACRES meeting unit and regional
Rural Special Education Rehabilitative Services,
will engage in problem- will include: membership resource center person( ACRES), the conference and U.S. Rep. Wes
solving activities regar- development activities, _ nel, federal employees,
is designed to enhance Watkins(D-Okla.), chairding critical rural service policy development and university faculty,
leadership skills of per- man of the Congressional
delivery problems. advocacy, funding,' parents of rural excepworking
in
or
prosonnel
Rural Caucus.
Primary topics will in- parental involvement, tional children and other
viding assistance W rural
clude: technologies for----and professional develop- individuals concerned
Simches
will
deliver—
school districts.
the keynote address titled serving rural handicap- ment activities as par- with effective service
Andrew C. Thornton II of friend since boyhood, inThe
conference
is
plan"The
Changing Federal .. ped students, working ticipants work to develop delivery for exceptional
drink
at
him
for
a
Thornton
was
vited
Paris when
conjunction
with
ned
in
Role
and
Its Impact on with state legislators, im- and expand the task students in rural school
shot at in the Merrick Inn the restaurant. Vance did
the
annual
meeting
of
Rural
Special
Educa- plementing interagency forces of the organiza- districts. Dr. Doris Helge
further.
not
comment
restaurant on Le xagreements, rural tion.
ACRES,
which
is
housed
is the executive director.
tion"
at
the
Wednesday
Richardson says
ington's southeast side.
friendship
with
Thornton, 37, who has_.Vance's
been indicted on drug Thornton does not affect
charges, was hit by two the operation of the
shots. But he was wear- speaker's office, but he
WASHINGTON (AP) — Flight 90 and an incoming possibly today, before a noon at National Airport way, having just reached
ing a bullet-proof vest would be "much hapslier" if Vance ended the Traffic was so tight when Eastern Airlines jet brief- board of inquiry of the said, "For this type of its point of no return.
and was only bruised.
Air Florida Flight 90 ly shared the same run- National Transportation weather it's extremely-ssociation.
Vance says ThAnton, a
Michael J. Pangia,
crashed that another way — which is 6,866 feet Safety Board.
close." The pilot asked:
counsel for the
associate
jetliner had touched down long.
The NTSB in- thathis name not be used.
said Monday that
FAA,
on the same runway
As Flight 90 passed its vestigators and other
The calculations
State police identified Openhausen, 2 9 , seconds before the Boe- "point of no return" — sources emphasized that developed by the NTSB's FAA officials were exthose taken into custody Russellville, were picked ing 737 lifted into the air, after which its pilot had no link had been found air traffic control group pected to respond to the
here as James W. up in Nashville, where 70 according to in- no choice but to proceed between the degree of show that Eastern Flight NTSB calculations in
their testimony.
Ragland, 35; his wife pounds of marijuana and vestigators.
with takeoff — the separation and the acci- 1451 touched down at 31
Mona, 29; Ragland's 10 ounces of cocaine were
FAA spokesman Fred
Federal Aviation Ad- Eastern jet had just dent, which killed 78 peo- seconds after 4 p.m. on
sister, Robbin Ragland, seized.
ministration regulations touched down near the ple when the Air Florida National Airport's run- Farrar said that even if it
24; and Larry Suddeth,
require a separation of at other end of the runway, jet hit a busy commuter way 36. At the same time, were found that separa38, all of Louisville; and
State police said the ar- least two miles between the calculations show.
bridge and plunged into according to a transcript tion rules were violated
Robert Lyons of rests culminated a six departing and arriving
• of the Flight 90 cockpit the reason could have
The issue of separation the Potomac River.
Hopkinsville.
month's investigation by aircraft.
was expected to be a maBut one pilot recorder, the Air Florida been the inability of Air
State police said that their officers as well as
But calculations by jor topic when Federal knowledgeable about con- jet was still struggling to Florida Flight 90 the gain
Royce Dossey, 3 1, Jefferson County police federal investigators Aviation Administration ditions that prevailed on get off the ground toward proper acceleration durRockville, and Theresa and federal officials.
show that at one point officials began testifying, the snowy Jan. 13 after- the other end of the run- ing its takeoff.
3 z
WONDER
j
I WONDER IF
4.114Y I
ALL RIGHT TO REST
1000110EREI2!
ON MI5 JOB...
HIGHLAND
Jury selection was to mine whether products of-court settlements
HEIGHTS, Ky. (AP) — begin today in a building manufactured or install- totaling about $20 million.
Campbell Circuit Court of Northern Kentucky ed by the firms negligent- In the first trial, the
Judge John Diskin has University. A courtroom ly caused or contributed aluminum wire industry
cleared the way for the of the Chase College of to the deaths and injuries was acquitted of liability;
third trial over the Bever- Law on the university's resulting from the May a second trial ended when
ly Hills Supper Club fire campus will be used for 28, 1977, fire.
makers of polyvinyl
This group of manufac- chloride insulation
people in the trial.
that
killed
165
NOTHING
I CALL
HOW DARE
1977.
Diskin has empaneled turers is the last group of agreed to a settlement.
EVERYBODY
PERSONAL
YOU CALL ME
re- about 180 potential defendants in the mounDiskin
on
Monday
"SHORTY"
SHORTY?
More than half of the
jected a defense motion jurors. He also broadened tain of litigation filed in
to delay the products the scope of the trial on Kentucky and federal defendants in the final
liability trial of an Monday, ruling that courts by fire victims and group reportedly have
settled out of court, leavestimated 10 companies jurors could apportion their relatives.
There have been two ing an estimated 10
that made products used blame for negligence if
previous Beverly Hills original and third party
at the Southgate, Ky., they find any.
night club.
The trial is to deter- trials, and numerous out defendants for trial.
About 60 participants
from 30 states across the
nation are expected to attend the National Rural
Special Education
Leadership Conference at
Murray State University
March 3-5.

within the Center for Innovation and Development at Murray State.

Incident embarrasses speaker
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Xentucky House
Speaker Bobby Richardson says he would be happy if his administrative
assistant ended an
association that led to his
presence at a shooting
scene Saturday in Lexington.
Richardson's assistant,
Henry S. Vance, was with

.
Council sponsors special education conference

Troopers confiscate cocaine
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Three men and
two women were arrested
in Jefferson County Monday in a raid that netted
$400,000 worth of cocaine
and marijuana and
$200,000 in cash, state
police reported.
Two other Kentuckians
were arrested in
Nashville in a similar
raid.
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Jury selection begins for club fire trial
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I THINK THE DIF-FERENCE
BETWEEN SMART GUYS Ann?
DUMB GUYS is THE SMART
GUYS KNOw HOW TO
HIDE THEIR DUMBNESS

isser THAT roo

I DON'T CARE! I'M 1117
S11RENUOU5-> I GOING TO ADO WEALTHY
YEARS TO MY
EVEN IF IT
KILLS ME!

HONEY, YOUVE BEEN
jtJAAPING ROPE POQ
OVER TEN MINUTES!

)

,
•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Mountains of
Europe
5 Deposit
8 Hurried
12 Tree snake
13 Chinese
pagoda
14 Roof edge
15 Plucky
17 Staid woman
19 Italian port
20 Specks
21 Gemini's wife
23 Melody
24 Aeriform fluid
26 Sod*
Outcast
28 Plunge
31 Three-toed
sloth
32 Peknas or
Vegas
33 Sun god
34 Attempt
36 Tendencies
38 Stitch
39 Protective
shield
41 Knitter's
need
43 Bog down
45 Climbing
plant
48 Songs of by
50 Closer
51 Wild buffalo
52 The sell
54 Abound
55 Remainder
56 Crimson
57 Sums up
DOWN
1 Seaweed
2 Foresaken
3 Awards

4 Glossy fabric
5 Pigpen
6 Diphthong
7 Scottish cap
8 Novelist Anya
9 Separated
10 Bacchanal's
cry
11 Lairs
16 Labor
18 Asian river
22 Erases, in
printing
23 Snappish
24 Ship channel
25 Broadcast
27 Kitchen need
29 Anger
30 Animal's foot
35 Longs tor
36 Actor Cosby
37 Transaction
38 Trapped
1
12
15

51

ss

2

3

4

Couple crashes gate

MOSCOW (AP) — A
Soviet man and his wife
Answer to Meaday's Puzzle
crashed their car through
MUD CUM UUU a half-closed gate at the
MUM =MU CCU American Embassy toMOOD UUMUCUU day but left in a taxi 51
/
2
CUOMO UUUU hours later.
DU= MU 000
The man told reporters
USIO =OULU UU
IDIEU UU MU EMU at the embassy gate they
DU MUUMUU UULI were from Lvov, in the
IDOU UU UM= western Ukraine, and
UMW UUUUNU
ULIUOUUU MOUOU said they were going to
00111 LULL UMW the Moscow prosecutor's
CCU MUD LIMY office. The taxi drove off
before he could explain
40 Look stead- 47 Limbs
what their grievance
fastly
49 Weight of
was.
42 Lasso
India
American officials
43 Steep cliff
50 Bow
44 Biblical weed 53 Earth
refused to disclose what
46 Want
goddess
the couple wanted or
5 6 7
18 it
their names. They were
13
14
said to be in their 30s.
An embassy official
escorted them out of the
compound and hailed a
cab for them. Thirty
minutes before U.S.
security officials drove
their damaged car to an
undisclosed location.
Half the embassy gate
was open when the car, a
green Zhiguli sedan,
crashed through at 6:30
a.m., past two uniformed
57
se
Soviet guards standing

just outside and a U.S
Marine sentry just inside.
The opening was too narrow for the car to go
through, and its left side
was damaged as it forced
the closed half of the gate
open.
U.S. consular officials
met with the couple all
morning, an embassy
spokesman said. He
reported they were not
armed and said the embassy discussed the situation with Soviet security
officials.
Tne last such incident
occurred Oct. 11, when a
man armed with a
shotgun drove into the
compound, stayed in the
embassy five hours and
was turned over to Soviet
authorities. There were
two other such incidents
in the six weeks before.
Soviet citizens are not
allowed by the Soviet
guards outside the embassy gates to enter
unless they have written
invitations or are on consular business concerning visas or emigration.
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COP1
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7 7 7

-911

131111.

1111 tI . 17)..14.91411

TIMES. tur..la • Mari+ 2. 1042

16. Home Furnishings

2. Notice

2. Notice

MO

301E

31La.4%
2. Notice

'

21. Mobile Home Rentals

34. Houses for Rent

53. Services Offered

M. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

Asphalt driveways and
1974 Hornet Stationwa
Ford's & Thornton
by
Five mites east ci
Runs good, body parking lots seated
gon
Murray Tri level brick,
Insorooce
Sears. For free es
$400. 1530015
poor
approximately 3700sq
timates call 753 2310.
Roil Estate
1975 Mercury Comet
It. with central air with
CARPENTER SER
power
Sq.
ic
Court
Automat
Sootbside
2 car
heat pumps
VICE. New homes.
Good
air.
steering.
Money, Kentucky
garage. den with wood
custom kit
Lute assertion!
on Cor Stereos by
$1450. Call additions.
condition
stove, 4 bed
burning
753-4451
chens, all remodeling.
Sony, Muer sod
et ?min 24 Kt
753 8124
room. 3 baths, stove
Hawley Bucy 492 8170.
Alorants. [spirt In1977 Grand Prix_ Want
garbage •
refrigerator,
loll lipped leaves
Concrete, block, brick.
shop.
up
clean
r
rent
dishwashe
to
service.
disposal,
stollotion soil
REAL ESTATE
36 littereet styles
years experience. No
21
0858,
1167.
753
759
2p.m.
Before
Cedar 3
Western
to large or small.
lob
8943.
753
2
after 2p.m.
E2ó.
1978 Challenger 12x60.
home
estimates. Call
Free
bath
2
BR
all electric.
bedroom
Five room house, large
753
5476.
livspacious
with
fiberglass
central air,
cook stove,
kitchen.
underpinning, 2 sets of Do you need your
ing area and exutility room. bath, Near
222S. 124
carpets cleaned? Find
Murray. Couple. Re•
tremely functional steps, large sundeck,
753-5565
remodeled. out how inexpensive it
recently
ferences. Deposit. 1150.
kitchen. Central
with deep
can be done
Shop mid Compare
Call 354 8669.
No pets.
month
steam cleaning. Call
heat plus
753-7551.
Jeff 753 0015.
economical wood
30. Business Rentals
Five year old carpeted,
Fence sales at Sears
stove, extra room
3 bedroom with stove
s
1931 Cutlas
now. Call Sears 753-2310
electric
refrigerator,
for work and play;
Broogkom 10,000 for free estimate for
h
Mini
heat(wit
wood
and
Open 9 a.m.
triple garage with
your needs.
mks, like new.
blower). Near beach
Warehouse
outside storage,
to 9 p.m.
For your lime hauling ;
and boat ramp on
PLUS 14 beautiful
and lime spreading,
Stores. Space
Kentucky Lake. Water
white rock, gravel, and
•furnished. $195. per
acres, located on
For
Rent
"
coal hauling. Call 753month plus deposit.
Wedding
Oldsmobile
paved road
4545 or see Roger
753-4751
'112-3877.
Photography
Pontiac
Highway 444, ONHudson. Located 10
Large unfurnished
Cadillac
LY 39,900 - come
Carter Studio
miles east on Hwy 94.
house near University.
Rent
offer!
For
Apts.
your
32.
estimates. All
make
college
4
Free
or
3
for
Ideal
TS
,
1798
1300 Mon
Call 753-2967
your electrical, plumb1406W. Mein
Spann Realty
Duplex newly decorated students.
air coning, heating
1 bed- after 5p.m.
Associates, Inc.
753-5315
near college
ditioning, painting and
appliances fur- Three bedroorrt home 1
room,
753-7724.
BIBLE CALL
insulating needs. Call
nished. Coleman Real block off campus. Cen
1978 Trans Am. White 753-9673.
fully
tral gas heat,
A Now llogisaing
Estate 753-9898.
with silver Edition
4p.m 45. Farms for Sale
759-4444. Story
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom furnished. Before
eagles. Red velour in4p.m.
after
753-8207,
pole
Well,
53 Acres.
furnished garage apar
Abed Jesus - 759terior with captains
and ponds. 35
barn,
tment. 1 block from 753 3763.
seats, t-tops, cruise,
4445.
full
nt
2 Miller. Three bedroom
1
acres in permane
campus. 1606 /
electric
air,
factory
On Cherry
basement. garden spot. pasture
No pets. Call 753-1203.
windows, electric door
Call Corner Road 7 /
Murray
2
1
mites
in
Located
bedroom
2
and
One
locks. tilt wheel, AM from Murray. $38000.
apartments near down- 753'3096.
FM stereo gold wheels
town Murray. Call 753 Two bedroom house 753-3625.
with GT qualifier
With utility and garden
4109 or 436-2844.
II types of roofing.
radials. Mechanically
southeast
THE CATCH
spot. 8 miles
45 300 miles.
sound
Furnished 1 bedroom,
bingles Gad Hot Boil
Of town. Married
2
1
22, Musical
THE CATFISH
$5800 firm. Call 8-5 at
carpeted apartment. /
500 North her*
10.
Re
after 5p.m.
753-0333.
block from University. couples only.
& SEAFOOD
Wormy, Ky.
CAR STEREO Pioneer.
ferences and deposit
753-4016.
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Call
Marantz,
kiramy Roberts..
Mayfield 247-9897
Kenwood,
753-3251
required. 192 8594.
1979 Chevy Chevette.
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Pro- Furnished apartment Two bedroom on KenRd. Sant'
gene Mantra.
AM FM radio.
Black.
fessional intallation. near university. 753 tucky Lake. 753-8087.
759-1506
753-3662.
753-6177.
or
3114
Music
Sunset Boulevard
753-7980, 753-1863.
1979 Fairmont Station
Qixieland Center Lakeland Wesley VillWagon. Loaded. $4000.
age now renting 1 Two bedroom Rite
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
K & K STUMP REMOCall 753-7614.
bedroom elderly apar- house furnished. T.V.
VAL. Do you nee
tments. HUD Rent antenna. $145. 759 1305.1979 Firebird Formula.
stumps removed from
Subsidy Program.. Apply 37. Livestock-Supplies
Automatic, power winyard or land'-,
L.W.V.
stereo, 43. 000 your
dows.
Respellible .pwAt 10
-cleared of stumps? we
Jonathan C
For sale, 4 registered
'- miles. Call 753-5086.
or
0101
253
can remove stumps up
take ap pepeemei Mt
Ky. 42025. 5412-354- Polled Hereford Bulls.
ton.
1979 silver Pontiac to 24 inches below the
753 7531,
8888. An Equal Housing $650. and up. Phone
Me
Trans Am 10th An- ground,
leaving only
Opportunity.
(901) 642-8544 days or
niversary Edition. sawdust and (Mips. Call
Sale
for
Homes
4.
nights.
un
(901) 642-7482
One bedroom
low mileage. for free estimates. Bob
Loaded.
furnished apartment.
P m
Summer employment
bedroom brick house. Call
Kemp 435-43-43 or Bob
-I
$14.15
Supplies
Pets
38.
New wall to wall carpet.
2 753-1984.
if you are and have not
teacher and resident
Carpet throughout,
Kemp Jr 135-4319.
registered with the Selective
Children
large living 1980 Chevrolet Caprice. Lawn Mower Service.
adviser positions. Wur I itzer console re -modeled kitchen. A K C Bassett Hound baths,
Service, you only have until
and
references
Deposit
Like
4500.
organ
full-time
ship
theatre
car
y.
2
low
Temporar
puppies. Champion
room and den.
Local car, 1 owner
Free pickup and delivthe end of February
. bloodlines. Call
for June 4-August 4. new. 753 1261 after required
garage with large stor- mileage. 753-2725.
T
ery. 753 5367 after 5p.m.
AsRealty
Spann
Call
Application deadline 5p.m.
AU men born from 1960
489 2599.
age room Call 489-2145
your
on
work
Need
rout
all
your
for
soc.
Trucks
throughl1963 (Amencan
50. Used
March 26, 1982. Inquire
"Portable Dog Runs and or 753-2493.
prun- :
trees? Topping,
citizens Lnd resident aliens)
estate needs. 753-7724.at Upward Bound Office 23. Exterminating
Kennels. Cages and ac- House on 2 lots near 1960 Chevy pickup. Ex- ing, shaping. complete •
registered with the
must
One bedroom furnished cessories. Write for a free lake at Pine Bluff
MSU Gatlin House 16th
Service System before
cellent condition. 753- removal and more. Call
apartment near hospi- catalog. Falls City Fence Shores. Completely
and Hamilton Murray,
1962 to avoid
5561.
BOVER'S TREE •:
OirePic Mos
tal. Couple preferred. Co., 2936 St. Xavier,
Ky. 42071 or call
y
furnished. Efficienc
4x4. New SERVICE for Pro1977 F-250,
Ow 9 cm.
Phone 497-8662 after Dept. CM, Louisville,
762-4327. E.O.E.
st
brreakfa
kitchen
:1119911 Mao ifellger
front end, transier case fessional tree care.
5p.m.
to 9 p.m.
VV4inted: lead guitar
Ky.40212."
nook, large sun deck off rebuilt. Calf' 759-9944 753-8536.
fact, it would requm, •
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For Sale

For Sale

$2.95

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113

USED APPLIANCES
1 Frigidaire
Washers
1 Maytag Washers
2 Frigidaire Dryers
3 Frigidaire Rages
4 Frigidaire
Refrigerators
Assorted Colors

T
r
•

MAIN
STREET

HOUSE
ANTIQUES

10x42 mobile home Air
condition
furnished
Located Mobile Home
Village. Phone evenings
753'3895.
Clean. nice, 2 bedroom
mobile home $90 single
occupancy. $95. double.
753 8216.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Two bedroom fur
washer and
fished,
dryer, .vecant in city.
Coleman Real Estate
753 9898.

Purdom's

Farm Equipment

Ward
Mins

/53-1713

Antique marble top
dresser eft tall with
Antiques
mirror and 5 drawers.
753 5561
We Boy
Antique wooden "Vice
IS."
Presidents" desk 5 Y2ft.
Como by sad see our
long and 34in deep Call
%Umber Veeo's
753 4113. Saturday's
10 9, daily between 5:00
and 10.00p.m.
For sale coffee table.
end table and oc
casional table. Cherry
French Provincial. 4928891.
602 Mein Street
JEANS JEANS Calvin
?Amoy, Ky.
Jordache
Klein $19.95,
Mon.5:00
to
9:00
$24.95. Oscar de L'renta
Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
$18.95. Polo shirts $18See.
lzod $16. 442-1668.
One Early American
style couch. Call 759•
KLost and Found
1075 Mon. Fri. 8-4.
Lost: gray and tan
Three piece baby bedLost
tat.
male
Siamese
like
from 1501 Belmont room furniture,
baby
Reward. new. Also other
Sunday
items. Call 753-7737.
Child's pet. 753 8198.
Lost in vicinity of 12th
blue- 19.
and Main. White
eyed female. 1 year old eft. wheat drill,
Allis.
kitten. Needs medical Chalmer tractor with
call
Please
attention.
plow WD 5ft. pull type
753-0804.
manure
bush hog,
spreader, 6 row corn
6. Help Wanted
drill, 2 row corn drill,
Lady needing home. hand corn sheller.
dinner
plows,
Live in. Care for in- 2-12in
valid. Room board pay. bell. .437 4801.
759-1661.
20. Sports Equipment
Part-time secretary
needed at First Minnkota 565 trolling
Presbyterian Church. motor foot control. Like
long shaft. Save
Call between the hours new,
$100. Phone 753 1556
of 9 a.m.
after 6p.m.
753-6460.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST

GENERAL
ROOFING CO.

225 Acre Farm
Owner
Financing
No Interest

Wanted

ntax
ri;tmx"tamd-gg'

cigars
onny
Men
Jeans
Women's Levi
Jeans
Men's $15.95
Women's and
Misses
$23.15
Students
$12.95

Lady to live to,Joi
-tire for oldortriivalid witiso.
Private hauls, roam,
board ad salary.
Call 75341150 8:31
AM-5:00 PM or 1538990 after 1:00PN.

John C.Neubauer

WANTED

Real Estate

•

poom.
• CLATTONS
753-7575

Vernon's
Western
Store

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control.

GARAGE
SALE

hrtor

goin thefight...

___..1111111111111_

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

_I!`"4-*

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo,Shave and Haircut $2.75

ART AUCTION
Inventory
Reduction Sale

Thursday, March 4, 1982
5:30 P.M.

S...

Blackford House Gallery

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

CLAYTONS

William Nall Pasco, DritD

49

announces the opening.
of his office
for the practice of

•

March 5th and 6th

For Reservations Call:
800-228-2828
502-781-3000

Gourd Dentistry

Hours by appointment only.

6836rIloway Ave.

OVC TOURNAMENT
SPECIAL
Ramada Inn
Bowling Green, Ky.
Up To 4 People $28.00

Bring this ad to receive Special
Rate

753- I 944

. 11.111a-

.901110110.11.6,0911100
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Passengers try to fool hijacker

Headley Swift Crutchfield
dies Monday rites today
at Fulton
at hospital

.40

Services for Herschel
Dee Crutchfield were today at 2 p.m. at Central
Church of Christ, Fulton,
where he was a member.
Charles Houser and Arlis
Richardson officiated.
Burial was in Palestine
Cemetery there. Arrangements were by
•-•-••
Hornbeak Funeral Home,
Fulton.
Crutchfield, 76, died
Monday morning at
Fulton Hospital. He was a
retired farmer and had
served as Fulton County
constable.
He was the son of the
ara•
DRAFTED? — Three-year-old Pen Shaplow, of
late Mr. and Mrs. Dee
Yorktown, N.Y., holds a letter sent to her by the
Leach Crutchfield. His
Selective Service System — a mistake, she hopes,
wife, Ruby Gertrude
for she has no intention,she says,of answering.
Crutchfield, preceded
him in death.
(AP Laserphoto )
Survivors include three
sons, Dean Crutchfield,
Murray, Edward Crutchfield, Fairbanks,
Alaska, and Richard
Crutchfield, Bossier City,
La.
BIG STONE GAP, Va. stove and heater.
Also surviving are a
(AP) — Versol Mullins Although he uses some
sister, Mae Brady Fulton, thinks
living too close to coal — a fuel abundant in
and eight grandchildren
other people causes trou- southwest Virginia —
ble. Town living, like Mullins said he relies on
treated water, left a bad wood he finds in the area.
taste in his mouth.
Mullins sleeps on a cot
So, last fall, Mullins, 45, covered with sleeping
moved into a cave perch- bags and said he has
been
ed above the roaring warm even on the coldest
NEW YORK (AP — Powell River between nights of the year.
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Katharine
Hepburn step- Appalachia and Big Stone
Not long ago, someone
Home will be in charge of
for a Gap in Wise County:7
character
ped
out
of
reported they'd seen a
arrangements.
"My woman left and I
moment to scold a
body in Mullins' cave,
came
up here just to keep
theatergoer who put his
and sheriff's deputies and
feet on the stage where out of real trouble," a Big Stone Gap officer
Miss Hepburn was starr- Mullins told the Coalfield came out the check the
ing in "The West Side Progress.
report. Mullins was very
"I don't stay here all
Waltz" on Broadway.
much alive.
"You must take your the time. I got a lot of
Mullins said the crew of
Services for Mrs. Opal feet off the stage," the ac- friends up the road and
a train which runs in
Hutson will be Wednes- tress said Friday night to down the road. I've been
front of the cave look in
day at 2 p.m. in the the male patron in the from one hillside to the
on him from time to time
other.
mounI
like
the
front-row-center
seat,
chapel of Blalock and
Brownie eyes the
but
I
didn't
tains
like
Coleman Funeral Home. who had crossed his legs
trains for a scrap of food
town."
feet
and
on the rim
put his
The Rev. Billy Turner
Occasionally, Mullins' that occasionally is
and the Rev. James of the stage.
walks will take him thrown to her.
daily
She picked up her lines
Phelps will officiate.
to
Wise
or Coeburn. He
The cave's furnishings
Music will be by choir of and the show went on, but
goes
to
Wise
to get public are pure Mullins collecNorth Fork Baptist during her curtain call,
Church, where she was a according to company assistance matters taken tables, ranging from an
member, with Rubin manger David Hedges, care of, and he goes to eight-track tape he found
the same theatergoer Coeburn to sell ginseng to a large blue teddy bear
Fletcher as leader.
and boots and a sweater
Pallbearers will be stood up and let go with a he digs on his mountain.
While Mullins is away he has found.
Greg Rhodes, Roger camera equipped with
Mullins said his love of
Rhodes, Eddie Linn flash bulb. Cameras are from his cave, his 10month-old
mixed-breed
the
outdoors and ability
forbidden
in
Broadway
Rhodes, Lonnie G. Kimdog — Brownie — to live in it came from his
bro, Gerald Coles and theaters.
"You must never again presides over the cave uncle in Kentucky, where
Rob Erwin. Burial will
he was raised. Born in
follow In Mt. Pleasant do a thing like that in the dwelling.
While the dog is friend- Pike County, Ky., he
Cemetery in Henry Coun- theater," Miss Hepburn
ly enough when Mullins is moved to Virginia when
admonished him.
ty, Tenn.
around,
he said, "if you he was about 8 and has
Remembering his feet,
Friends may call at
she said, "I was expec- come in here on me after worked as a construction
funeral home.
worker and a miner.
Mrs. Hutson, 75, Rt. 4, ting that the next thing dark,she'd eat you up."
Mullins' cave is a
"Working on my own is
died Monday at 8:45 a.m. you'd want was for me to
at Murray-Calloway bring you a pipe and slip- depression under a rock all I do now," he said, in a
overhang. It is about the voice almost drowned out
County Hospital. Born pers.
"You shouldn't be a size of a 6-by-8 room and by the roar of the Powell
May 21, 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the boor. You shouldn't pick has a plastic sheet over River.
"I like it. What you
daughter of the late Sid on us like that, being part of it to keep out bad
weather.
make
you get to keep. But
Rhodes and Jenny rude, because we are sitMullins uses a metal I don't make much. It
ting ducks up here."
Grooms Rhodes.
The audience broke in- drum as a makeshift takes all I get just to eat."
'Survivors include her
--husband, Herman Hut- to cheers at her rebuke,
son, to whom she was and the man faded into married Feb. 23, 1935; the crowd as the theater
1624 Loch Lomond.
three sisters, Sudie Nash emptied.
Adults 178
Alisha M. Payne, Box
Nursery
11
and Idell Pierce, Paris,
7298 Regents, Carolyn L.
. 2-25-82
Tcnn., and Ella Lee
Cunningham, 610 Wecla
—Willoughby, Houston, Indastrial Average — ---- '44AF-----714ewboni
Admission
Ave., Mayfield, Patricia
Texas; two brothers, Air Products
31% -46
Nancy Orr and Baby J. Bell, Rt. 8, Mayfield,
2% -%
Pete Rhodes, Rt. 4, and American Motors
Girl, 1611 Oakhill.
S +A
Charles W Veach, Rt.8.
Hubert Rhodes, Paris, ashlaad
MI6 +46
Americas Telephone
Dismissals
Betty M. Chadwick, 819
16 +M
Chrysler
Tenn.
Corrine Knox, Rt. 7, South Fourth St., Eva 0.
111/
3
4
Dopier
Si% +%
Ford
Mayfield, Trina Carol Lee, Rt. 1,Almo, Jimmy
2% .13
G.A.F
Ross and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, S. Bolen, Rt. 6, Ann M.
Dynamics
33% +%
General
Federal-State Market News Service Mardi
M .13
General Molars
3lir
David C. Record, Rt. 8, Morrison, Rt. 2, Herbert
HIM me
General Tire
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
IS% +2 Benton, Joyce A. Gibbs,
Goodrich
Report Includes 6 Raying Station
W. Cherry, Rt. 1.
Headley Swift, 82, Rt. 3,
Benton, Kirksey community, died Monday at
8:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Swift was a retired
farmer. He was a
member of Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church
where he had served on
Board of Stewards.
Born Feb. 15, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Jessie
Swift and Emma Lou
Patton Swift.
Survivors include his
widow,Emily York Swift,
to whom he was married
Oct. 11, 1924; two
daughters, Nova
Blankenship, Lansing,
Mich., and Iva Cochran,
1710 Holiday Dr.; two
sons, Don Swift, Rt. 3,
Benton, and Alton Swift,
1303 Story Ave.
Nine grandchildren
survive who are Mike
Blankenship, Denise
Elsie, Jon Cochran,
Malinda Mathis, Renee
Cochran, and Randy,
Nick, Tina and Sheri
Swift. Five greatgrandchildren are Blake,
Lucas, Stephanie and
Emily Ann Elsie and
Charles Ronald Cochran

/

Man moves into cave
to escape city living

Hepburn
steps out
ofcharacter

Mrs. Hutson

dies;*es
Wednesday

Hospital report

MIAMI IAPI —
Passengers on a jet that
had landed in Miami said
they were putting on a
charade In convince a
would-be hijacker the
plane was in Cuba when a
burly auto racer awoke
from a nap, sized up the
scene and bowled the
man over.
The burly passenger
and the captain of United
Airlines Flight 674 wrestled the man to the floor of
the Boeing 727 jetliner at
Miami International Airport and the passenger,
John Celestin of Chicago,
held him in a headlock
until he "turned blue."
Guillermo Lazaro
Major-Diaz, a 23-year-old
Cuban native, was arrested by FBI agents and
charged with air piracy
and using a weapon in the
commission of a felony,
authorities said.
"I 'didn't have time to
be scared," said Celestin,
who was credited with ending the hijacking at-

tempt. -But now I'm
shaking."
Major -Diaz was
allegedly carrying a bottle of clear liquid that he
threatened to ignite with
a pocket lighter unless
the Miami-to-Chicago
flight, carrying 92
passengers and nine crew
members, was diverted
to Havana, authorities
said.

wanted to go to Cuba,
said United spokesman
Mike Beirne.
The plane's emergency
escape chutes were extended and about 20
passengers escaped,
Beirne said. Then the
captain headed back to
talk to the hijacker.
Celestin, a bearded sixfooter who was dressed in
a three-piece suit, said he
He shouted "Cuba! was awakened by other
passengers clapping their
Cuba!" and told
passengers he wanted to hands - and chanting,
"Cuba, Cuba." The
visit his family after the
passengers were trying to
death of his mother on
the hijacker the
convince
Sunday. `.\-,
plane had landed in
Passengers said the Havana, Celestin said.
captain took off from
The would-be hijacker
Miami, flew south to the was holding a flight attenFlorida Keys, then circl- dant at his side and cared back in an effort to rying a bottle filled with
make the hijacker fluid, Celestin said.
believe the plane would
Passenger Joyce
land in Havana.
Wilson of Miami said she
The jet landed at believed the hoax was a
Miami International Air- succesi and that Majorport at 8:50 p.m., about 45 Diaz believed he was in
minutes after the would- Havana.
be hijacker announced he
But witnesses said

Major-Diaz, possibly having seen the emergency
chutes, tried to light a
napkin stuck in the bottle.
"I saw he didn't have a
gun, so I rushed him,"
Celestin said. "He just
crumbled when I hit
him."
Celestin said he held
the man until he "turned
blue."
"I was trying to break
his neck," he said.
Beirne said the unidentified captain acted properly.
"We all yelled 'Cuba'to
make him think he was in
Cuba," said passenger
Nita Johansson of Denmark. She said
passengers clapped their
hands as they went along
with the hoax.
The last hijacking of a
Miami-bound jet was
Feb. 2, when a man carrying a bottle of gasoline
diverted an Air Florida
craft with 72 passengers
to Cuba.

UAW may reopen discussions with GM
DETROIT (AP) —
After signing an unprecedented concessions
pact with Ford Motor Co.,
the United Auto Workers'
president said he will talk
to the union's locals to see
if they would support
reopening similar discussions that failed at
General Motors Corp.
And the union's
American Motors Corp.
council voted unanimously Monday in Chicago to
seek more information
about a proposal from
AMC that in effect asks
15,000 wotherifio loan the
company their wage and
benefit increases_
Meanwhile, figures
released Monday showed
February production at
its lowest level since 1948.
But AFL-CIO President
Lane Kirkland asserted
in Washington that the
wage concessions
granted to Ford and signed Monday reflect only
the auto industry's slump
and "do not necessarily"

mean the nation is entering an era of austerity for
unionized workers.
"We will be talking
with the local unions at
(General Motors Corp.)
within the next few days
and will make a determination" on whether to
respond to the No. 1 U.S.
automaker's call for concessions talks, UAW
President Douglas A.
Fraser said.
He said union leaders
would discuss new talks
todty with the union's 11member GM national
bargaining committee.
Fraser's comments
Monday came after he
and Ford Chairman
Philip Caldwell signed
the historic 31-month contract at the No. 2
automaker's headquarters in suburban
Detroit.
The signing came a day
after Fond autoworkers
ratified the pact 43,683 to
15,933. It is expected to
save Ford up to $1 billion.

The union's 70-member
AMC council will meet
with officials of the No. 4
automaker Monday in
Milwaukee, said Ray Majerus, the union's
secretary-treasurer.
Canadian members decided at the five-hour-meeting in Chicago to reject the idea of giving
concessions and said it
was the government's job
to help out, not the
workers'.
After the Monday
meeting, "we will proceed and have a council
meeting and decide
whether to reopen contract talks," Majerus
said.
The American Motors
proposal asks the
autoworkers to forgo $150
million worth of increases in wages and
benefits in return for
repayment, with interest,
in later years.
Ford, GM and AMC
have sought concessions
in the midst of the worst

domestic sales slump
since the Depression. The
union held concessions
talks with GM, but the
talks broke down Jan. 29.
Although UAW workers
at Chrysler Corp. agreed
to concessions, the Ford
pact is historic because it
affects workers nationwide. The Chrysler
agreement affects mainly workers in the
Midwest.
•The auto industry's
current slump continued
last month, according to
figures released Monday.
February car production
at the five major U.S.
carmakers fell to its
lowest level in 34 years,
with just 323,661 autos
turned out, the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers
Association said. In
February 1948, 275,056
cars were produced.
February production was
down 32 percent from the
number of cars built in
February 1981.

Kentucky news in brief
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
A 36-year-old
miner was killed Monday
in an accident at the C&T
Coal Co. near Harold.
The state Department
of Mines and Minerals
identified him as Commodore Louie Truman of
Topmost.
A department
spokeswoman said
Truman was injured
fatally when rock and dirt
collapsed while workmen
were cutting an additional entry into the mine
on the Gayhart branch of
AP) —

Toler Creek.
killed 165 people in the
The spokeswoman said Southgate night spot.
the mine was licensed
Tuesday is expected to
last December.
be taken up with jury
--selection.
CO VINGTON, Ky.
Campbell Circuit Judge
(AP) — The products John Diskin, who will
liability trial of several hear the case, has
furniture and foam rub- dismissed at least four
ber companies begins Ohio companies as defenTuesday, the third trial to dants, including Guilford
stem from the Beverly Mills and its division,
Hills Supper Club fire in Lockette Corp.;
May 1977.
Firestone Tire and RubOne of the issues con- ber Co.; and House of
cerns furniture, which Foam Inc.
plaintiffs allege conAnother company has
tributed to the fumes that made the companies

"third-party" defendants
, in the case, however. The
Gasser Chair Co. could
try to hold the four liable
if it is found to have any
liability for damages.
There have been two
previous Beverly Hills
trials, and numerous outof-court settlements
totaling ;20 million. In the
first trial, the aluminum
wire industry was acquitted of liability; a second
trial ended when makers
of polyvinyl chloride insulation agreed to a settlement.

Stock market

Hog market

Receipts Act 616 Est_ IWO Harrows & Gilts
lolly Slower Sows 1 .03-1.51 lower
$41304710
US 1-2 21610 lbs
$415114111
US 2 310-210 lbs
146164111
US 2 214-250 lbs.
346.1111-61.40
US 2-3 91470 lbs
Sows
$37.814o1.
lbs.
271311
2-2
US
331.116-31.11
US 1-3 3106451 lbs
01.1460.18
US 1-3 4M-601 lbs.
US 1-31114413s
......$117 141-31.111
US 2-3 310-4/11 lbs
Boars 13.11-33.41

Goodyear
Gni Chl .
sr
Stabled'.
IBM
Jermo
Bat
Penwak
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Weedy's

+%
31% ase
37% +%
10% +13
14%I*%A
/
4
+3
3416 +M
3146
. 3116 .411
. 4146 -46
13% +46

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

TOOL VALUE

BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Mac's Demo
1981 Caprice 4-door, tinted glass,oir, custom.
twotone paint, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, white *posted PAM $2501.51
tires, AM FM stereo, DiSCOVIrt
$1800.00
• beige, camel cloth sents Yon Price
$7701.59

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

753-2617

GM

GZPIERSII. MOTORS PA.RTS DIVISION
•

641 S.
Murray

Phone
753-2571

now

L_

FREE tz talmwscansi

44-01. Size w-

Bap

349

The 10th of cacti month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the leth of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
tulic...uui. unit can be an inconvenienco- for you end
your carrier
So paying by mail is a sinip:c way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

the

Murray Ledger & Times

White
s

(GEDOR E)

5-Pc. Combination
Wrench Set
Durable chrome vanadium steel, drop-forged
for strength. Sized 3/8 to
5/8 inches. Plastic pouch
for storage.
171/55A
Qsaatities Linked

t"s=

Last
now
33-Gal. Rubbish
& Trash Bags

You'll want a supply of
these heavy duty bags for
spring cleanups—plus
storage of out-of-season
TVH12TLK27
items.
Osaaatios Led

STOR-A-CORD
Inside the molded case is
a 25-ft 3-wire cord which
provides 3 grounded outlets Case also has a handle and power monitor
light
48770
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